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VENGEANCE IS NOT
FOR MEN BUT FOR
GOD, SAYS PASTOR
Into Caesar Things That Are








Lesson From Text That Fits
the Times.
titrItt-nbas ICalllERDAY
"Vettgeauce belongs to God." re-
fitted the Rev. W. E. tette, In his
sermon at the Floe Presbyterian
rhumb, yesterday morning, "And we
need to learn that lesson in this state.
Recent happenings have shown the
futility of men seeming this author-
ity. All men most learn to leave
three matter to God. St. Paul ad.
:Danielle* us. where it' ii possible, to
live In eeace with all men There
are times when it is not right to bete
mit to Aggression, and ehsre are 01*-
41481006 ashen .rnen must take il atand
for eoneeleriee sake; but there is no
place for revenge in the catalogue of
iluman powers"
L. Cave's _sermon was based on_
the test -Render unto Citeear the
things that are! Caesar's, awl unto
God the things that are Geile "
l'ave's diirourse dwelt prin-
ellsally with thou. "things that are
Gild's." and the impotence of man_
_ Aiise Bagby played a beauti•
NI • 10I.n polo for th.• tiff. rite)
- - Fireletehrevitism.
' Two large congregations greeted
the Rev S. II. Moore at this Fine
Christian church yeetereee. and
Night Riders Visit Eddyville and
Whip Eleven Men, Who Had Been •
Told to Quit Talking About Them:
Night Operator of Teletth
Eicchange Taken Prisoner
and Compelled to Accompany
Them. _
• Night deers, who, have terrorised
the bectIon of the Black Patch iinrne-
diatele east of the Cumberland river,
eel not brook reekless talking. likely
to give away informaeloo concerning
them or east refie•etions on their mo-
tives, and early Sunday morning they
visited veng.eare on seven negroee
and _four white men, including the
polite. judge at leddiville. The vie-
ems were horsewhipped knell the
blood flowed. sod left with a warning
to keep their mouths shut. The
names ef the four white-vice:Its are
Polise Judge W: C. Rucker, who le
GO years old and delleate: Press ?r-
lick, a garrulous hack driver, who
was onmereikkesly beaten. "aftershots
had hetet fired through his room;
Ceell Weeds, another who got it hard.
and Grace Robereeiti. Among the
seven negroes Wtere John Hollowell.
Sherley Steele, lieer) Gordon and..
restaurant keeper called "Shorty:-
_ Meer acarfa.
The night riders numbered tetween
elm and 400 men, and they are he
'toyed to be the foil strengli of Lite
game band that visited Princeton and
Hopkinavele. The) eon*. black masks
over their eyes, and wit it,' scarts-ovei
their right seoulders. :eel the) were
under )(mad leeders, whi eitiew what
the) were about,
ti:ter mIdniglt a fusillade
from the guns f lovas, • guards sta-
tioned at etreet es-emerge it-defied tilt
there were four additions to the inhabitants 'to stay it. duo's, and then
church*. the male body marched in from the
Kepteagmelsea Seesday. horth on the old state road, where
-   Septeagegtma un: -S the/ bad telte:Led"  
theti'l'enm'eYesterday-was 41144.f
weird a short distance out.'die), the seventieth da) before Easter
Th.) stopped at the resident... ofIt marked the hegInn.ng of the peni-
tential reason and nets xtteteton tr. geiele -D. Cecil -see 531O 14/1S-•-1/11/1";--
/(11/0/1Wr, andthe fact thet wOlies,day, the shale , who. live elm...
warted them -to stay at borne. TheybeiCaning of Lieut. will here In
both obeyed.
While a- dozen captured -the night
operator -Of the telephone exehaege
the main botly• marched to the resi-
dence of Peeve Judge W. C. Rucker
ijd _d_elaanded that he loin them He
was slow .n doing ea, and they fired
vontes. through his house, fortunately
not wounding intone. Witheeltufge
Rucker the visited the other houses.
apparently being well acquainted wee,
the town, and gathered up their
eleven victims. Thew they marchea
down the principal street to the
Shalt verot Take the Name or the-I,ftr,1 eatliiiwoat Tattling, * el eeee TWey best
Thy God in Vein." Jar. Sullivan their sect arc with whips.
spoke on how Abe nanie .kf God wet. After It was all ever the night
used lighter and falsely,, and• pellited riders get on their horses and gal-




leas than three weeks. as March 4,1.
the first day of ,Lent. Yesterday for
the first Hine the Catholic church
used the purple vestments and the
flowers en the altars were removed.
leaving stintee the candles The. gos-
pel eesterday was taken from the
twentieth chapter of $t Matthew, ye-
lattng to the laborer, in the seneeard.
At 'Weidner.
The Rev. 0. 1'. Sullivan. pastor of
the Ilroadwgy Methodist church. eon-
tinned his sernion on the command
ments last night shd spoke on "Thou
should he -spoken with great Neer-
*mese As a personal expire...ion le
Sullivan said be believed 'that mar-
riages should not be perforened
one-en' of the law, but only by min-
Veers of the gospel. Conalderina that
such marriage is legal, he pointed
out with what lightness the %ows or
matrimony are often taken and how
light iv the name of God is need, and
the vows are sometimes atIminietered
by an Unworthy mate Next Sunda%
everilne Dr_ Sul:Ivan will take the
commandment "Remember the Sab-
bath Day to Keep el lkl " This
may be the last sermon on the corn-
Mandnaents until pleasant weatbee
COOT'S. as many people that are in-
t( reefed in thk. •Orell are unable t
attend during the ineiemeilt weather.
Fine lists IS.
Regular services were held yester-
day at the First Baptist church. The
Rev M. 'Theffeelifeieheed-eftielNii
inernIng on "The Universal Gospel."
It SOP • strong sermon on the tomes-
eii) of keeping missionaries in the
foreign fields, and qf tie-result• that
hive been secured through the work
among the heathen. At the morning
serrice-tKe-congragettion adopted tile
quarterly report of the Rev.
Tlppton, whole in China, doing mis-
sionary work. He is kept in the field
by the church, ant his report showed
that much work had been accom-
plished. .
COUNTY TAX BOARD
ton. pursued DO one. , •
The Opemillore) story.
During the whipping L. S. Deleon,
niget operator at the East Tennessee
..x hang*. was a prisoner, and to
tells the foilowine story:
"The night riders entered about
midnight artd commerce ...emoting up
the tom Al 12:20 o'clock four a
there. masked and wearing white
scarfs over their shoelders, entered
my em-. and took the prisoner. At
the foot of the stairs on the street
we wee. joined by eight others. We
heard firing in the vicinity,of Judge
limker's house and Ilse& al 4-1w•
homes of the-others. It seems they
took Judge Ricker firet and he went
'with them to gather up the- other'.
The-main leely joined us on the
square and marched to the boat land-
ing of the Cumberland See,
oral night riders were ferried .ecross
-Teem -Wee vie tie -beide eirt he river. They
whipped Sil the men with buggy
whtps for tannage at 2:45 o'clock.
The hoard of tax supervispors for
the count) Met this rnornine to hear
complaints of floes nroperti owners,
whom. agskeaments were increased
the ',regent emotion Of lee- tsellifeelerd
all dee the room they occupy on the
second floor of the court house has
been filled with taxpaters anxious to
(sericite.. the supervisors that they
were wrong In porting a Wither value
on their aseeeement than was !feted,
'with tht. aseeesor The hiestel will be
In senekin ten tilos and ample time
will be given everyone to be heard.






I was takea back 'a my office and set
free.
"No danutee was ddne to our equip-
ment, 1 toed thew if then espied tell
me when they on a raid.
would bee that no et-formation got
nut through my ,-;711cs. gild I will
keep my word with them."
Hunting In T1•11114711441.0.
Ti tan_ Fee. 17.- (Spe-
cial.) --Night richee burned the eorn
ere), stable and tarn) impleruents,
stock, etc., of Lige Nichols, a non-
assoCiaLline_tarmer  of Ibis 4:.04wat-y-.
. IN t'hrietian.-(Notedly.
HopkInsville, Ky., Feb. 17. (Rye-
-Niget riders visited the farm
of Mr: eleKinney, in north Ohr mien
sounty, arid rolled out a load of to-




Clinton. III., Feb. 17.-- Th.. jury in
the Thom is Snell will case is still bal-
loting or. the problem of whether let-
ters ar.d other evidence represented
indeetted an unsound mind when he
cut-his only son off with rie In his
will,
. -Springfield. 111, Feb. 17. - -(liktfgeS
will be referred at the Methodist
,hurch conferepee ageing the Rev.
E. fiernetton few Me connectrei of
himself and family with the Snell
will coateet, during the trial of
%thigh begging letters from Hamilton
and ,his- wife and daughter have been
read.
It is claimed that Mrs. Hamilton,
with the -knnwledge Of her-husband.
.iffered herself and daughter to the oc-




Cincinnati, Feb. 17.—This city
will be in the flood's grasp Tuesday
morning, according to the weather bu-
reau. The Ohio river is now at 45
amF•eate -feet-is-the toad -st
Buildtbgei on the river front are under
water.
At Wheeling.
Wheeling, Feb. 17 The covet of
the flood la pastelist here today. With-
out exception every _judustrial plant in
the city is closed by high water'.
Seven thousand Persons were &leen
from their homes.
At Pittsburg.
Pitueburg, Feb. 17.-----The Ohio
river is sow at ,i'eS feet,. having fallen
five feet since yeetererty. Businees Is
being mistimed and the work of re-
habilitating the flooded section is go
log on. There was no loss of life





Fulton, Ky.. Feb. 17. (SPettial.)- -
Mr Smith Fields, 42 'teary old, one
of Fultmes wealthiest citizens, died
els, after a long illness. lie recently
returned from Asheville, N. C., utt-
inrproved In health. He is survived
by his wife and three daughter.. Mr.
Fields was president of the ("By Na-
tional bulk, and was Interested In sev-
eral corporations here. and at Padu-
cah. Ile had been In the tobacco
busloweis nearly all his life and twelve
year's ago the Min of Fielde Bens. at
Paducah wee onto of the bent known
In this section. They had the Con-
Fields resided at Twelfth and Jotter-
ens streets in Partneeti and had ti
warehouse at Tenth street and Broad-
way, The other brother. 1,ewis
Fields, is in C1111foritin The Rev
Peter Fields., formerly muerte of the
Thiel Street Methodist ebtieth In Pa
ducat, it brother
NONE SUPERIOR
TO OUR NAVY SAYS
OFFICIAL REPORT
Bear Admiral Converse Shows
Ignorance of Critics of
Fighting Ships.
Compares Them With Those of
tither Nations.
-
QUALITY OF THEIR ARMAMENT
Washington. Vol.. 17.-Through
Secretary Metcalf, Admiral Converse
same strongly to ire defense of the
much maligned tit hiing ships of the
American navy, tut, in a report
given out today he deleared that the
quality of the material or the Amer!
can navy and the ambition and knowl-
edge of its personnel are second to
the sea figetting equipment of no other
nation.
This report was prepared erimarily
to satiety the president as to the
exact state of ,our naval ships com-
peted with femme of other naviert, and
ite publlteation is authorieed to reas-
sure the American sailors as to the
quality of the weapons with which
they must go into battle. Willie of
course it is regarded as desirable that
our navy shall not be underrated
abroad, and that tee American pee-
pie shalt knew the conditions under
whiq their. ships were designed, it le
even more eesettlal: in the judgment
of the president and the naval olli-
ecitikeetkaf e(he' men who arteerrietriti
the ships shall not have, their moral
courage sapped or weakened by the
slightest- doubt Of the feet that they
have as serviceable and efficient
weapons as the -sailors of any othei
navy in the world.
Vriticre Hatt Knowledge.
Another purpose of the publication
is to make clear the fact that the vol-'
untary skreties-of our navy have Wok-en
and written in a bail light; that the
officers who dente:had our ships were
aware of many tie-fetes of ships In for,
eign navies which have been unduly
praised as perfect examples of naval
architecture, and that in designing
our own ships these defects were
taken T into: account: and avoided,
while every effort wall made to em
!eerie the best and most modern na-
tive Ideas as vieleas those which the
experience of foreign navies have
shown to be sound. -
Admiral Converse characterites the
criticisms as "prepared by persons
whom) knowledge on the subject dig
  and-tnecerreet.'•
There was, he says, ample justifica-
tion for the adoption of the- battle-
'hip 
.d 
reign which s hh have been tot-
"It is not claimed that mistakes
have not been made." he adds: "or
that our ships are without faults; but
In view of the then state of the art of
battleship building, this, face is not to
be wondered at. It ,la remarkable
that the mistakes were so few, and
that none 'WIMP really serious. In
thi respect our records will compare
favorably with that of foreign ser-
vices.
Woukl Make (loud in Fight.
"The qualit) of yle material of our
navy Is inferior to none:. in quantity
if vessels alone are we haring: With
an Increase in the number of ships.
the American navy will have been
supplied the only feathre necessary
to make it second to none In all that
tends-toward fighting efficiency, and
when the stress of actual combat, If
such should eter unfortunately come,
brings the one really prat:tele teed,
(Continued on Page Five)
WATCHIAN FILLS
BRAVER—DROWNS
reeeenee men/eine a watchman on
the towboat Heaver, fell off the boat
four miler above Pitduoga on the Ohio
rtver and was drowned- the night of
February 12. The Beaver passed
wn e • t * nC wi tow
of coal hod stone. Hentelth's wife
was im the Tan thelitiee 'her bits;
eand was drowned. Hrs. Monteith
offers a reward of in to the person
finding her husband's bliedy. Honteitt
wet' of slender build and was five feet
and ten inches In height. weighltig
about 140 pounds. He had eat
brown hair and a dark brown muss
faohe at the time of his drowning HO
wore a dark blue tannel shirt, black
coat and vest and corduroy trousers:
On the finger ofi•eitiln02-t bor. was.
gold band ring with the *Wit
•
Georgia Senator III.
Geoernlly fair tonight maul Tuesday.. Washington, Feb I; • Senator
ellowily retina temperatury. litichese Alezaader ill, Clay, of Georgia, is III
temperature yesterday, 10; linvest to. with an attack of acute Indigestion at
Misr 27. hie apartmeot in,,Birdy.
Representative Virgil McKnight,
of Mason County, One of Bolters,
Dies, and Legislature Adjourns.
-
STUNG.
New York. Feb. 17.—Theo-
dory I, Shoats, settled $30.1100
on WM daughter when du. mar-
ried Saturday, according to an
eightieth. report. The matey is
in the bride's name. He retuned
to pay the usual dower foreign
demiowl,
DEN BEN MAY JOIN
TAFT FORCES IN
ASKING PRIMARY
!Rumor is Extant That Beck-
ha at In Agree to Surrender
Organization For Sake of
Votes. 7
Springfield, Ill., Feb. 17.—The
Republican state central committee
will meet here Tuesday, and the com-
mittee Is now believed to be ready to
put a quietus on the Canute boom by
recommending a popular primary to
get the sentiment of the people on
preseldential candidates. A resolutloa
to this effect will be offered by R. M.
Sullivan; of this city, and it is not be-
lieved that any will dare vote against
it. Not only this, but it is now ex-
pected that Deneen will ally himseft
with the Taft movement In Illinois
and make his candidacy a tail to the
Ohlvern's kite.
STOP DOCKING HORSES
Lexington. Ree, Feb. 17.—A bill
making It' a crime said prescribing
heavy penalty for the' decking horses
will come up for- its first reading be-
fore the legislature tomorrow. Fancy
riding and driving horse dealers from
here-and eisiewhere throughout Ken-
tucky- will flock to Frankfort to op-
pose the measure. If it passes theh




this morning, at 2 o'clock af asthma.
He had been feeling badly for some
time. He was taken violently Ill
Saturday. -but revived Sunday. 11.•
wait stricken again and bid severe
nasal hemerrhages. death following.,
Both houses adjourned today imme-
diately. upon meeting, out of respect_to his Memory.
Committees of the house and sen-
ate were chosen to, ecoompany 'Mc-
Knight's body to "ouisville, where
the burial will be held.
  After formal joOt ballot. hoe
houses adjoitrned, after adopting re:
olutions of respect.
McKnight was one of the bolting
Democrats. Under the statute It ifr.
necessary for the presiding offloer of
the house to issue a call for the elec-
tion of his successor immediately.
Representative McKnight rePresenie
Marion county in the legislature and
an election may be held in eight days
after the call.
Rumor of a Deal.
Frank fort. Ky., Feb. 17.—(iepe
cial.)-110mors are current of a prop-
osition from the Beckham Democrats
to the anti-Beckbarn Democrats that
ropy amalgamate them and break the
deadlock this week, wine the cenintye
tinitebtif Mined In the proper 'commit-
tee. It is nothing more nor less than
that Beckham should be elected to the
United States senate uperinellii agree-
ment to release his hold On the party
machinery of the state. It is said his
henchmen promise to get off the
rstale copimittees ant resign their
power to the old timers in the' various
counties and districts.
This arrangement- would avert tile
possibility of a Republican United
States senator and the passage of the
county unit law two contingeocies
much feared by Beckhamites and anti
Beckhamltes alike
Kansas City. Feb. 17.—Water dee
pertinent workmen today began re-
opening an excavation they filled at
Twelfth and Hain streets in the huge
neer; section January 31, to see if
John Fayhey was buried alive. Fay-
hey has been missing since then. He
was last seen making a connection of
the water mains. His wife insists he
was buried alive. Aratef deeartmeiii




West Orange, N. J., Feb. 17.—John
F. Randolph, treasurer of the Edison
Phonograph works, and private sec-
retary of Thomas A. Edition, commit-
ted suicide today, fairly bieetrIng him-
self to pieces with a shotgun. Edison
prevented Randolph's wife from
throwing herself from a window when
see heard of the kIllieg.
ASSOCIATION IN EVERY COUNTY WILL ,
SUE MEMBERS WHO VIOLATE AGREEMENT
Ballard- County Will bead
Way For Western District
Pool to Enforce Pledges.
- • •
Suits probably will be instituted in
every county in the western district
by the dark tobacco associatiOn
against the farmers, who have violat-
ed the pool, and "dumped" their to-
bacco on the market. These suite will
Include actions for damages isti2 to re-
strain those who bate not disposed
of-their tobacco. delivering it to the
buyers. Lists are being made up. In
Ballard county the cults will be tiled
for the April term-of court, but the
injugetionts will be ,ought riga away.
%Attested Herkey Pool,
Lexington. ten. 17.- The first sii.t
• er_ brought-la_ tletsAilsoselees--eassoo t
ourt on account of an alleged break h
of contract on the part of a member
of the Burley Tobacco society was
that flied by Attorney Matt S. Wal
ton, Jr., on behalf of his client com-
pany against R. L..Goodpaster and L.
Sharp, "Jr.
JAIL DELIVERY
Little Rock, Ark... Feb. 17.—Seven
deiperato prisoners, Charged with
crime@ ranging from murder to tar-
ieii elcoped today, af-
ter sawing their Way through two Iron
barriers. A woman. It is thought,
aided them to their escape, sin moll
riled belle prints were seen outside
the wall.
Grain Market.
1Lows, Feb. 17.— Meant, elli
corn-, 5S: oats, 5.7.,
.101.
LOOKING AFTER BILLS
Oily Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
will go to Frankfort tonight to look
after second clam city meaadres in
the • legislature. The liquor license
bill was to have been a special order
of businese in the senate today, but
adjournment was taken without any
action. The boas. committee prom-
ised to report it immediately upon
receiving it from the senate, and Mr.
Campbell will be on hanti to remind
them of It.
tikanasird is D. K.
New York, Feb. 17.—The Stand-
ard 011 company declared a quarterly




Topeka, 'Ken , Feb !T.—Residents
elourbon county today petitioned
Attorney General Jackaott to begin
Proceedings to forfeit die charter of
the Milesoitei !Ileac Railway company
and have a receiver appointed, &live-
ns that under the law they are en-
titled to a safe, idequite. reasonable
Priced service from the corporation.
'Ph' road recently dim-one/tiled tele-
graph service at Devon. and residents
have no mean* of knowing When
trains will arrive, The petition al-
lege. the Meeks and bridge.. are In
such shape that' adequate. service 11.
!MVOS/MAIO. The petition alleges that
the petillotiers believe (be road lei be-




Administrator of W. V. Grif-
fith's Estate. Not Proper
Person to Serve.
Hot Tilt Between Attormys its
the Case.
('ASE WILL BE APPEALED
After hearing complaint male be-nt'. B. B. GrIfiitie representing tie'
heirs of W. Y. Griffith. as to the man-
agement of the estate by M. E. tees
ben, the administrator, -,ItIdge Ligtits
foot, today entered an order, rumor-
ing Gilbert as administrator. giving-
ae-the reason- that in the Indenlent athe court Gilbert was incapable of
proper management of the estate.
A great deal of feeling seems to
have crept into the affair, resulting
from the refusal of the court to allow
a will of Mrs. Alma Griffith. widow of
W. Y. Griffith, which was offered by
Gilbert, to be probated. The Grinith
family apparently is determined that
Gilbert shall not handle even the eit-
rate, of which he was administrator,
any longer, while Gilbert and his at-
torneys germ equally determined that
he shall act as administrator and also
probate the will of Mrs. Griffith,ac-
cording to which be is made' admInia-
totter, and beneficiary of the estate
to_the extent of ten per cente of its
yarn..
According to the statements of the
oottrt In rendering his opinion in
which at times he was severely cabs-
tic, the principal grounds for the re-
moval of GMbert lie In the fact that
a settlement suit has been feed in Or-
cult court by Gilbert and his attor-
neys, which he designated as useless
and for the purpose of getting the al-
lowance of an' attorney's-fee-to the ad-,
ni - restrator and his attorneys, He
also called attention to the evidence
adduced that Gilbert has allowed the
taxes to go unpaid on the estate until
the penalty has been added, and dis-
regarded the wishes of Mrs. Grth
in failing to pay the funeral expenses
of her husband with money placed Is
hts hands for that purpose.
, In coMmenting at. length on the
settlement suit Judge Lightfoot said
that such a suit should never be
breught in any case, except as a tasty
resort, and under the law cannot be
brought If the personal estate of the
deceased is sufficient to pay the debts
ef-t4ue estate, as is evident in the tes-
tate under consideration.
During the progress of the caste sev-
eral hot sallies were indulged In by
the *Donley.... Mr. 011iter, who tepee-
Basted Mr. Glibere-arising to resent
the implication that he had been In-
terested-in the suit for the purpose of
claiming a fee from the estate. Mr.
Berry, for the Griffiths, came back
with the statement that it was no im-
plication, but a direct charge which he
thought eery to sustain. Again Mr.
011iver made a statement to the court.
which the judge considered improper
and spoke of sending the attorney to
jail for a good while, if it was re-
petted.
At the conclusion attorneys for Gil-
bert asked for a certified copy of the
record an will appeal the whole case
to "the circuit court.
TAFT AT NEW HAVEN
• .
New 'Haven. Conn., Feb. 17.—On
arrival here this afternoon Secretary
Of War Taft was Met by Officers of
the local Taft club and conferred with
Republicans. He attended the Yale
corporation meettr.g. Tonight bets111
deliver an address at the Rapeblisee
club.
'CAPT. BROWN'S- STRATEGY-
Bob Cade-wee colored, a bootlegger.
who was indicted in March, 1906,
was arrested by Marshal Blade, chief
of the United States deputies, Satur-
day in lemisville. His capture Is due
to the strategy of Captain Wade
Brown, former deputy United States
marshal of' this district. After being
indkeed Caldwell left Hickman, where
he sold the liquor, sod went Be Mete-
phis Marshal Brown traced him
from Memphis to Dyersburg. Tenn.,
Murray. -Henderson and thee Louis-
ville, where Caldwell has been for
several months.
Knowing Caldwell was in Louis-
ville, Captain Brown weht to one of
Oaldwelle friends. pretending to be
admintiorator ef an ...rate, who wished
to mend Caldwell some money.' He
was given his address and a bogus
heek was mailed and authorities
notified to keep a watch for the per-



















































































































INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
-





At a conference held with the Ten- military gffairs, with
bessee railroad commission in Nash-!increasing the pay of enlistnd men in
ville, the Illinois Central, Louisville & the various degrees of service.
Nashville and Nastiville. Chattanooga The goirernment will institute pro-
& St. Lou:'• railroads agreed to adopt against the Southern Pacific,ceettinga
sthe coupon wymem regarding tickets ,Railread company and certain officials
sold after April 1. pending the petite- 'on the charge that they paid rebates
meat of the passenger rate reduction i to shippers. .
eases in the Alabama courts. ; Convolution Theodore E. Burton
The statement of the New York l was unanimously. renominated bp the
clearing-house betake for the poet week Republicans of the Twenty-first Oblo
shows that the banks hold $.1.0,854)Setcongressionat Mallet.
225 more gout the requirements of J. I. Bristow, former fourth lowest-
the 25 per cent. reserve rule. This is ant postmaster Embers!. has announced
an inerease of $1.018.0i5i0 in the pro- his candidacy for United States•seha-
portionate cash reserve as compared tor from Kansas.
with the. previous week. The new battleship Mississippi
While northern and eentral Indiana sailed from the League island navy-
was swept by SPOR, and wooistorrns Yard for a six weeks' cruise to the in-
the southern part of the state was dies. _
suffering from floods. Reports from Ores Containing gold, silver and
Princeton, Vincennes, Dvaneville and copper have been found in the cede-
Other points express fear Dee. still brated Culebra cut of the Panama
higher stage of wetter. canal.
The senate committee on education Receivers were"appointed in New
and tabor decided to give public hear- York for the Mutual Reserve Life Di-
llies Friday and Saturday next on the matinee company. se,
L a Follette employers' liability bill.
Madam) tar Death.Representatives of railroad organize-
Lions will be heard fIrst in support of _"Three years ago I was marked for
the measure. death. A grave-yard cough was tear-
The coal operators and miners of log my tangs to pierces Doctors failed
he Pittsburg district have arranged to help me, and tope had fie-d. when
for a meeting early this week to pr'- my busband got Dr. King's New Ina-
pare a program for the wage scale covery," Sans Mrs. A. C. Williams.
:.ommitiee to follow the joint meeting of Bar, K'-, -The first dote helped
31 operators and miners in Indianap- me and improvement kept on until I
Cilia February 27. had gained 58 pounds in weight and
Acting Governor ('ox appointed Kel my health was fully restored " This
Icy Kash as commonwealth's attorney medicine holds the world's beating
In the Breathitt district to stuccoed record for coughs and colds and lung
James P. Adams. who was named as and throat diseases. 1: prevents pneu
circuit judge to euoceed the late Judge men is. Sold under guarantee at, all
Robert Riddell. druggists, nee and SIAM. Trial bot-
A Big Four train struck a Toledo tie free.
and Western ear at West Toledo, Ohio. ' /
thrown on a coal fire whichSeven persons were killed and twelve SaR is
Injured, low wilt revive It.
The army appropriation bill will be Thee Aretic Brotherhood basketban
reporttd b> the house committee on team is devastating the far West.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Roses, Per don......__el
Carnations, per dozen .. ... ....-.....- .
.00
— .50
Cyclamens and Plemnielea in bloom, pot plants.
Funeral work and decorations a specialty. We have the largest line
of Pot Plants in the city. Write for our 1908 catalogue. Free de-
livery in any part of the City.
ir
— -
ft AtThe Iii Kentucky
same Management as "Coming
Thro' the Rye."
The Rork Company's
P-Iii-1121._IA &eV specLaculsr Production .of
The Land of Nod. lit Adams. Hough and {inward
a Mioseal EttraYaganza ehiploying
Prices 25c to $1.50
110--COMEDIANS, SHIGERS, DANCERS--811
end a (tome or sixty sweet-faeed,




Ity Coassaiasioa That Railroads
Are Tryisi to Obey Law.
ere Nine Soar Law Will tie boo
Effect on liahhootre & Ohio To.
day-lbeinatte Report.
enemerLf TO THE COMMISSION.
Washlugton. Feb. 17.- -Giutlika-
tion is espressed by the interstate
commerce commission over two tom
ditions that have arisen withiO a ell
or two. In concert form they limas
that American rallway-ollietals, -as a
cleric are doing all that Iles in their
power to meet situations that- lave
developed under new laws ambling to
Interstate traffic.
information has ,reached the com-
mission that the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad proposes to 'put into effect
throughout Rs system the so-called
"nine-hour law," which, by its terms
does not become operative unit/
March 4 next..
The law limits the hours of service
of all classes tt train operatives, par-
ticularly locconotiite engineers, and
firemen, train detmatchens, railtray
telegraphers, tower men tied siena:
oPerators.
Another source of gratification to
the commission is the very geuetai
compliance of rive oads with that prO
vision of the Ilepbara act whits
makes it obligatory upon carrie
AntIngt to the commission-- !It
reports covering every pbe_e of the
operation of interstate roads.
A few weeks ago it was annoten(el
a tentative way that several ta-
p-et-tent to:sett:iv notably the
York Central lines, bad decided to
frtnish reports to the commission, in
sccordance with the law, and in tot
fcrmity with rerulattoas and foestiO
prescribed by the commission, - •
Within a day or two in understanas
'lig -has been isached letween ti v
cemsatasion and the New York Cen-
tral by which the road bits filed win,
:he commission_ complete report o!
its operations for the five months end-
ed November 30 lest. The eenainis-
okin now has compIele reports for five
months ended November 30, of ninety-
nine per oent of the railroad mileage
of the country. .
It is expoeted . however. that by the
fist of March substantially complete
reports from all'raliroads of the Unit-
ed States for six Months ended Jan-
uary I will be in the hand, of the
commission.
Siam I'Ve ET OOP
Until tomorrow what you can do teeny.
If you are eufferittg from a torpid liver
or constipation don't wait until tomor-
row to get kelp. Buy a bottle of Herb-
ins and get that liver working right
Promptness shout health saves many
sick spell.. Mrs. Ida Gresham, Point,
Tex.. writes* "I used Harbin* in my
family for six years and find It does
all it etalma to do."
Sold by S. K Oehischlagress Lang Deem.
and C. 0. Ripley. -
INNS OF KENTUCKY
. Mayfield 'Store Dot ri !yeti.
Mayfield, Kt.. Feb. 17 The dr)
goods store of Draffen & Dick was
destroyed by fire Saturday night. The
firm carried a stock of about $20.009
with $1e,500 insurance. The firm is
composed of Lloyd Dealt° and John
Dick. The store ha next to the W. T.
Lowe Dry Goods comioany and the
leschridge & Ridgeway Hardware
company.
Taft Supporter .esistrancevi Candidacy.
La w rencebur g. Ky.. Feb. 17 -
-.What Ds They Chun/ -7
The above question IA often asked con-
senting or. Pierce'. two leading merit-
tinee, "Golden Medical Discovery - and
'Favorite Prescriptios."
The answer is that "Golden Medical
Disoovery is • nowt potent alterative or
blood-purifier, bud tunic or invigorator
and sets especially favorably in a curs
tire way upon all tbe mucous lining sans
teem as di she nasal pasenges. throat.
bruntlial, tubes, stomach, boweli and












power u yet gm n t if nv St
Ing AOM," and moon.. or weak aim-
put., over-worked women-no matter what
as caused the brealedown. "Favorite
lion "vile be found most effective
In building up the eitrertgth, regulating
the womatily functions. star/lulus pain
end bringing anent a healthy, V7gorous
condtt ion of the shot, system.
A.bseiget particulars. wzarmasek bottle
giving the formula. of both mediettise and
uoting what scores of -eminent nod
cal slithery, where weeks are-consulted
by physicians of the echoes of practice
SA glides in prescribing. say se each in-
gredient entering Into these medicines.
The words of praise beetowedoon the
several ingredient" entering into Doctor
Pierce's med trinrs he such welters abosid
beets MGM weight then say eatevera of
non - profereional testinomials. because'
seek men are writing for the guidance of
their neediest brethren oad know whereof
they speak.
Both medicine* are non-eleetoole, non.
went, and contain no harmful h•bit.
(moving Moro. tieing comprised of glycerie
extracts of the root. of native. American
medieloal fneeet plants They are both
sold by dealers in medicine. Von ems%
afford to accept as a subetitute for one of
these medicines of known composition,
any worm nostrum.
Or, Pieree'e Pelleta.IMall,augar-rostad,
easy to take s,, randy arid
vigorous stomach, liver and towels.
Rheumatism._,Do you want to get rid
of it/ If BO, take Dr. Miles
Nervine modified as di-
rected in pamphlet around
bottle. In addition to the
direct curative properties
it has a soothing effect up-
on the nervous system by
which the rheumatic
pains are controlled, and
rest and sleep assured.
It has made many cures
of this painful disease,
some of them after years
of suffering. If it will
cure others why not you.
If your case is compli-
cated, write us for advice,
it costs you nothing and
may save you prolonged
suffering.
was so crippled that I could
scarcely walk. After ha' Ink my shoes
on for an hour or two-1 eould Milltags
to walk by tutoring the pain. Time
began to have pains all through
many sa),s0teupen. alteacdyloctoefr tihilidaimrm1,0.1 ardy
rheumatism I reed shout Dr. Miles'
NerNine, bought a bottle and I cam-
ainer he pasdfor 
to





scarcely any pain. and am able to
milk as wail as over.'
JAS. It. Ft Wring,
P. 0. Box 5, Ru.,:kaway, N. Y.
Your druggist felts Dia. Mlles' Nem.
Ina. and we authorize him to rotten
price of first bottle (only) If it tails
to benefit you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart.Ind
 •
Judge Thomas .1 iltu:;ttrd, of this city'.
announeed his candidacy for delegate
from the Eighth district to the nation-
al eonvention, which will be held Iv
ne at Chicago. Re is a strong Taft
man and has been very active in per-
feeting the state organisation for the
war secretary. He Is recretiry and
treasurer of the Taft club of Ken-
tucky- and a member oflhe Republi-
can state central committee for this
district.
Up to Legtolature.
Lexington. Ky.. Feb. 17.-Major P
P. Johnson, adjutant general of Ken-
tucky. who has jure been elected for
the tenth time president of the Na-
tional Trotting association, returned
front -New York and will go to Flor-
ida on his annual 'southern sojourn
Major Johnson stit, the night rider
troubles now rest with the legislature
and he exeeets that body wilt pear
such laws as will stamp out the evil.
Mrs. Willson. wile of the governor.
and pasty will go _to Florida and _ace
company Major Johnston on a por
lion of his- trip.
Ititlets.. -
Hopkinsvitie. Ky.. Feb. 17.-Nieht
riders visited W. L. Cannon, a farmer
living nine miles nertbeiatt of (be citi
on the - kora' -Thffe
were fifteen in the squad, all masked.
They called Mr. C.annoli out, and told
him that they bad heard that he had
void his crop of tobacce outside the
association, and they wanted to know
I it was true. Mr. Cannon assured
'he night riders "'hat the report was
without foundation. The spokesman
for'the crowd then said:
"Well, that's all right." Fire Mar-
shal W. F. Neikirk, who canoe here
Saturday, has left the city Wthout
entering Into any investigation of the
incendiary tires of December 7 or
those that have occurred in the county
since January T. _The- next grand
jury will meet February 24.
Victim of Night Rider'.
Owingsville. 'Ky., Feb. .17.-Con-
siderable raysteri; surrounds the death!
of James Spelling. of Bethel, who died
from a gunshot wound.
Two stories' are told of the manner
In which Snelling received the wounds
but tire investigation so far made has
failed to show which is correct. One
atatect is that Snelling was shot
while with the gang of -night riders
which attacked Thomas Everthan's
barn a few weeks ago. while the other
story is that Snelling was murdered.
and that the night • riders' story is be-
ing told to shield the real slayers.
It is known that a man was shot in
the attack on the Everman barn. The
rider* attacked the building, wile*
was guarded, coming out into the open
and firing at the guards. The shots
were returned, and after possibly see.
egty-five shots were fired the riders
Wt. An examination of the spot where
the riders had fired at the guards
-bowed a pool of blood. No traitas
ever found of anyone who had been
recently wounded in that section.
-A enema In ellen
WI?! save- 'gene: no will a bottle of
Rallard's Horehound Syrup itlways kept
on hand PAW' 1111:1OV a spell of sickness.
A sure cure for WHOA. ('old., Bron-
chitis and Whooping Cough. lira. B-,
Dot Ppeltiam. Ark. write*. "I keep a
hit it. of Itallard•A Horehound Syrup in
my medicine ehest, and thank my lore-
thought many thne•. it has prevented
nomoevevoroon000eeeeeeueemet
Sold by J. H. Oehlecalneger, Lang Deo&
and C. 0, Ripley,
QUEEN THANKS J. P. MoRtiAN.
In Acknooletioment Receipt
of Art t alnlogue.
London, Feb 17. In a personal
letter to .1 Pierpont Morgan thanking
elm- for his gift of the arat three V01-
1111114 of the illustrated catalogue of
his collection of pictures, miniatures,
book, and manescripte, Queen Alex-
andra Ilea expretwed a wish to visit
Mr. Morgan's residence'in Prince's
Gate, S. W.. in order to view the orig
ittels it Is expects& that the vise
will be made In Starch, when the dow-
ager empress of Rimiest will be here
It Is likely that Mr. Morgan will he





"The Land of Nod" whit-ti conies
to The Kentucky tomorrow night,
Februar,) lb. The C0111111111),
lug the executive staff, mataielaus and
etage mechanics, number 97 and is
one of the largest on tour at the prev-
ent tittle. Three giefoot baggage
oats are required to transport the
enery and effects. A giant switek-
boord, operated by fifteen electricians.
Is carried to produce the beautiful
lighting effects. l'he care of huts
dreds of costumes is in charge of a
,aomplete and separste wardrobe de-
partment. Every detail of the per-
formance is supervised by a stage
manager and several assiatants. quite
like the management of the modern
circus.
"Mies Bob White."
Nixon & Zimmerman have revue-el
"Miss Bob White" with the little
giant of- comic opera. Mr. Frank Dc-
shun, in his original part of "Billie
Van Million:: This favorite opera
will be presented at The Kentucky on
Friday, February 21. In this opera
Willard Spepser. the composer, ban
uttdone himself In cspital cocuedY
ind tuneful music Every theater-
toter knows the story of "Miss Bob
which has to do with the
vinical adventures of two million-
tires who Stroll throagh the country
is penniless tramps in order to
off an electioi bet. "Miss Claire Liv-
ingstone" I Miss Bob Witite I recog-
nizes them and assuming the dress
laid manners of a dairy maid, enter-
eine them for a month on "Friend
Rod's" farm. Delicate humor per-
vades the opera, and the whole piece
s the very essence of what a teal
voile opera should be. Associated
*Rh Mr. Desktop will be found J. Lee
McClure, Mutt Hanley, Vrm. Laverty,
Joseph Leighton, J. J. Johnson, Wal
ter Roberts. Joseph Galtog. Lor
Scarsdale, Helen May, Zillah Harris
'Steam Burnett and Conule Mack.
Army -of Attpre.
New York, Feb ix.-- Today the
number is about 5.000. On Deana-
ser I ,t was roughly estimated at 3.-
.10, Tomorrow?
That 111Stly wags and actresses are
rut of work-the Soon including all
branches Of thee profession. Gloomy
reports reach Broadway front Chieftlei-
rod the Seat, lettere-4e totai of tOte-
actors mutt react inastker thousseld
sr two.
This army spends tate day. looking
for work. They haunt the-agettelis.
tad the prominent ones'. like Ales
Packard'e and the vaudeville booking'
headquarters, are thronged. The an-
te monk% or all the managers, even the
elevators and hallways in the build-
ings where Otter offices are located.
'outlaw with actors leaking -maim
ments
Danh I Frohtnan said that there
sere several reasons for the unprece-
dented bad theatrical seamen and the.
consequent lack of employment for
the actors. -Mr Frohman. after g:‘ -
log the anemial depression its place a -
the chief reason, said that the cote
strection of too ninny theatres in New
York and th-roughout tire country and
the lack of satisfactory plays helped
to nia7lr failures and contributed to
the prevent condition-.
A well-informed booking agent said
that wore than fifty crompanas bad
gone to smash since the holidays. As
many more were shaky, he said, and
were only continuing their tours be-
cause they received help from New
Tort headreberters.
In the neighborhood of Broadway
and Forty-second street, where actors
congregate every afternoon, hard luck
stories are heard on every hated. ns.•
hales of stranded actors and penniless
actresses were paver so numerous.
At the .Lambe Club half a dome act-
ors of the first class, who a year asio
had bisect eagerly soCght by various
managers, last night discussed tbe ad-
visability of renting a theatre now va-
cant and organizing a ronmany on the
co-operative bales. They found they
couldn't lay the first months' rent'.
Tills week a well known actor
whose salary has not been under Wei
Wweek durtng the last eight years, IR-
Prete itrzwilled- at an oiler of tete And
he- didn't make any bluff about not
wanting to fair the oseusight stands
To Drive Oat Malaria
And Build Up the System.
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC You
know what you are taking. The for-
mula is plainly printed on every bot-
tle, showing it Is simply Quinine and
Iron in a tasteless form, and the tutit
effectual form For grown poop!
and children. 60c.
Who is going to catch Walden in
St teethe! Spencer, probably:- -Osele
Schrock won't be missed mulch as
Spencer, 01' chap,
more.
TO CURE A iOLD TN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROM() Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money ff
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25c.
Pittsburg has stgnol ("apt (share"
Starr of hat season's Youngstown
10 1 testa. 'He Is a shortstop, and
during 1907 stole seventy-five base. 
All the patent medicines and
Wiled articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at!
McPherson's 0 rig g Store
fosarth and Broadway.
SAY.. MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal eitemper to place annual sabsertotiono to Orr.
end magottueo at the same time and order them all together from
us, than It IS to ,buy the same magazines singly or subscribe to them
Separately. Oullittillatioa club offers are now made by which sue-
scribers to several magazines au secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting three or four magazines Der the price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addressees, if desired, and may be-
gin with any tvouth: Let us know what magazines you are talk -
tag now or what magazine* you emit to take next year, and we will








or Woman's Home  
Cornotni012 0C 00
All for $3.00, Half Price
,,Reader Magazine ... $3 00




















and Partner ....21 00









Reader Magazine .. 3 00
$4 50
All for In3.00
tionapiete Suteicription esitilogne. with beautiful Harrison Fisher
Mover, listing all magazines Finely and in clubs at lowest rates, cent
you tree on receipt of portal card, request.




Everything First-Class Petite Service
YOUR PATRON/OE- APPRECIATED.
ALL THE BRIGHT AND CATCHY SONGS
1 All Hie Newest sad
1
i eon be found
1 D. E. WILSON
l
I Save yourself time,
us when you want sheet
















































































OME OF THE ' !MK S IS ONE, OF
KENTUCKY'S RERITORIOUI-INSTITUTION
Everybody in Pattie-eh le Eligible.
_O4 Temple stooped nith sufferlug.
— •
elftetitg age, coaragenitsly flatter,
__Youth proteateng impatiently;
. aad innocent lives rescued by -Meant
Chleiren, unabie to explain;
-All In misery front their kidneys..
Somethisg Ahem( fadaesh'is tb's "tic ' Only a little backache first..The board of managers, twee en-
Ably Conducted Haven for lamed to the,uuniber of 17. repre- 
Comes when sou strain the back.
Many complitatons follow.ibenting all the churebes. has from date
Little Waifs of the World. to day and week to week duene all .1'e:1:fry:disorders. diabetes, Bright's
_ ateathe emseceeding yearr—devoted [line 
disease.
thought antiVut-Triet iffiePa.ittely to th4 4)°aTt''T-4"TtrIT PHlw enre' baelHteb..
durable, inteiesta of the home. 'I-hey hare, 
Cute „val.) form of kidney 
ills.
Igen Stanles, farmer,Many people in Paducah are
esoaware the fact toy , woo dealt eith didkulties and pe
rpleeities' •
_Jas. Cateob.d1 end Mee. Chas fl.
laleide,.wife of aie pustor 01 Ott Ken-
sonelted raseeff cloth eg, s -cond. hand I. al atterditin 
to nstelv.eomeless eosin- Remember the
t -artdeues, provision. •-te , and without en end 
outer.: ,iiildrete and take no other.
, Asa reed a house, era- The. 
parr .of th•• aork a hi h in- ste 
a neuron. and, with the mostovolvea htte
s t elope's iltruogliout the
si .q.itirasents but unbountimiTiear and most 
careite Ate -frugal
I. el opened Iles honit for th.• rtvep- n::inticti
ni•nt Oil th.• part of the board
: of unTurecotes. 1;1 order to 
t (help
A 'It:et...Tied neither watt _a your-el 
An execilent mim'l le maintained
, apeeed for aameece, better the 
ta tile hone ten months in the year,
I' oo,. was read), 
ter oolitoiosa o ee where the cheat-en have equal ad-
tie get te toor or nie ta ra, leeredin 
enaages le the public schrses, and in
it weep cabin uas a:m.10v to the 
additon they are daily and aystemat-
he on the dos ,of ea opening. and II' 
iiiy trained it, tile /a:errata! domes-
le able W011:41 be nave eel In tell th
,. work of the herne.
'Flo Kee ;.l4' naiel a lech the insal-
aeatelitert etery ot de t.iutlein 'and
• in. :tog &Iles tall . (11.04%-art` svi•rted 
tution based and tolo..rated Is that
 reeniar elev. home trlenleg and edit-
WY- liDAY1 
moral ferer-in the eJninfunity:"aiiTis
at the None time the lostelner.clal in
career efeetettren is the moat telling
vestment the ely pan make. saviug
-th'oneairds +Mara in the cam. of
eapeas and the piotetair.ori and isItti-
,idiiu.-tiLc.f erineta's.
Nen:bars have been ahel: red and
"n. !eel re new and !setae
teals end p.. ace:1 It. pereterent homes
' 
:Or peof re-itetbilks- or self-
%mune l'ait %MOP WNW Easy Morsel' ' add 1se,3 fire-41s F-sixing
If Try'r- Arm noir- INAh'w Thibi 4-pait'etty. -taberiousle and tatriecii -es-
-- Man's Advice% 'try day.
OP Mit
N CLENERALL1 1 \ AMONG
EQl'ITY Me 11.'11 Glierei'lLitsi.




la Louisville, Feb. 17—Former State
the !tome of the Frieudiess has ,..)- he -athrlowne 
aneletice-of welch a; Sed;11":4°4:f r'leth6e
ore ;rye. ecuth of Paducah. Ky.. say
publi.• has had Mile idaa, lie; boy, eged tea- ve years.
creueed M seope mid importer. e• that Iteral
te Equity, the :m-
ile: --kient' ert att 1 aim i. 
' backed by the ovilleolhV and 11Ie•raeo los
 teen a sufferer from weak kid- inericana 
&ewe
suciat:on of tobaci, glowers of Ken
seien years ago. Is inadequate to the ,tY 
Of people of all classes; they have fw a timelier of years. lie dids o
demands, and that the income ,s a
eilong since- deo:lotted the work eon, a emt too- any control peer the 
seere tacky. Oh, Indiana and West Vire
together insufficient to meet ts ran:1
feeble experiment it, an asolirad aud i tions
 and the caused us much al194.1 gluts, 
said last :eget, iu discussing
ldh 
i the tobacco sitaatien. that the organ-
'splendid suceees and al this tinm the Hee-. ..-p• • .aiiy at 'tight, as they
aird• constantly growfag mods.
This work ha a 'eau sante d ou since I 
iMsolielitios and -necesseess of ills I weahl pies from him without 
his izatien of which he .s the head has
its ineeptioe, mare,- eftee'n 
vcars isaadtivork heve bees .sach that .it bas. knot- de- He complained of his 
sold during the past week 3.000.000
a ith a faithrultes:., and abreace of ea- etItelY' cl
utarown the Present hound). lbeek Paining heti very often and las
t meted& of the. 1996 crop of tobacco
y
teniaioii wheal :a esof cheaid (aim _ I _The Homee  of th 
Felerstiless Is the sunan• -;• les g.•:,..ral health faiese elni lie the
 price 'laced b the associatioh.
mend it to the favor of the lintel a it 
little Institution in Kentucky and with I %Ye a. r
e anuoyed every, night with and that
 this price was twice what it
m_ was a year-ego. ellen the tobacco
a masa in a radlua of eavera! hundred mils:robe hi difliculty and he CO
W originated ! 9 by
imoting of the netnen of th.• various 
Mew() oddhoyead.1•Ining atatea weich tkplain.-d el' ler hips and back all 
the was pooled by tie farmers. He said
is • effeav °flak io Jai titiie. Ire lied-ae-ditettif 
freill-TOrtors .-atisociatiota received_
churches of the city. celled by Mr6. wink on the broad lines of charity title its-at him, but one week he 
offer for lettemilatoo pounds at a
combined with morel, Onentel and tamed be better and the next 
worst,. piece slightly under the listed price,
lucky Avenue Preebyterian 
I:Austria: training. I had oft,-n read of Doan's Kidney 
led that the ontr hadebeen rejected
because 'the ottie!,, of the asaociation
41••tri•-ahetng attracted •. 
The number of feroorteo fore
ign in,j t it is.ohomo• in alit' It every Indeed. tee so decided to give them a trill
,tv padeaae at tell regerdent of. crate of prejudice-is and procured
 a supply at the DuBois felt they 
'areal...I:0y controlled the
thet time- and the consequent influx 
inoreeted mei as to the laetleg aftd ,t4on & Cries drug store. He to 
siteetioaato coesw•i the Aillerieenerce
wom4p, and olatidren seeking eut- e ally latoefetial result
s of whIeli there them a dirmted and at the end of the 
beer° company and its allies to Pay
first week he etas mut+ better, ne the prices asked f
or tobacco,
pievnient, pie:ether with the alreaaa differenee or opinio
n. he
need of the ('ommune)* for alt it appeais at once
 to the ordinary could control the secretion,: and the
Itieieutlon of that character matte tie lase:acts
 ef huruanity, and la it: line annoyance at nieht a hich had caue-o
Mime't, wbith gave rise to the :mace. e
ith the reasoning and approved meth I me so much work and worry we.. rt-
ede of the best mods of the day who moved We continued to have him
A hoard of managers consisting of me giving
taaing.
eientific %linty to the sub- take Domes Kidney Pills for threett • o
eteht metubere•weh liars eee came. leo of c
hild training, the•Irre‘clifion moutns, when they had made a most: • 
41; of the for!!' tp had been hold
C
I, a« ices:dent waif eleesel; settled .rinie and 
tha diff, rent branches Of icompile cure and he is now strong not
 a pound ', th.• last crop would
t • • be deposed of. mid that with the elm'
these roue/semi'. women ()rem:Intel at aorateogee l
ame well." _
one.- anti prom, del to formulate plab• Tile. than or 
woman memo fie found ?or attic by all dealers. Price NO lettere 
of a crop of tobacco this yea.
fot the faundlue of a home fur these I 
certainty not in Pohl:tab) who is not cents. Pewter-MI:burn' Co.. Buffalo. i
t would be an easy matter to dis-
t,rarowd ansi &sillies. women and eyniianhy evech _tie- idea of alielter- N. Y., retie agents for the UnItee 
Pose of all of th me ilacco in the pool.
teeth-ere They tormented committees, leg. fordlosee
teothisigeaatinteing rued- Buse' lie said that the entire acreage in the
harleyatobacco dist Lt of Kentucky,
Indiana, Ohio and West Virginia was
about I 40,004eacres. and that a little
more than 8temet - acres had been
pledged by owners :n favor of the no-
crop plan this sear. mid he believed
that by the expiration of 10 days fully
100,000 acres evolial have been signed
up. Senor Cantlill said further
that the owners of fully 25-.000 gcres
had pledged the :team at ion that they
would not raise a crop of tobacco this
yeer, but had net signed a contract
to that effect and would not but that
under no circumeanees wouid these
men break even a verbal contract.
FROM K ll,‘MATAK) TELIS
HOW TO DO IT,
' Statistics show that betwten
eared" for mime the opening of the
and twelve hundred persona hate been
'
nitre is no denying the fart that iyork,
the muse-Ian's :He Is an easy one, and Many children gay, boon related
It-is getting more 'so every. hlay. They hm 
.
e practeel infancy to young we-
-s-re well paid anti wo'.I treated. which Inartinodearerhave no reeollotilue of
leiteely due them. 'There is no other nee r home, These fieurte would
trade whl h T°t°9•Is T"° to pay tot 1;!tvf• hsen Me
re:teed but for the tact
sour experience. When you start to that boys over a*neetten aga limit are
-learn any orbet proferston yon receive net almitted 11: re' aire'd.
K:llarY right from the start. Not co Tir re ate forty-four Childran.aow
with the musician. He mutt payl'or in the fatiels of tha Leine, the largest
his knowledge, and it is only right
that he should receive g-od pay for
les novices afterirard. Would yon
like to he a musician? You can. Al
!oil hetes to do is give-a few moments
if yosr spare time each day to prac-
tice.
o There Is no one who has not some
Talent for male. Some have mole
than others. They make artists. Yott
may make an artist..
Inquire at the Broadway Music
House for full laftetnettion concerning
the free -lessons g:ven with the w
derfnl Glisam mandolins and Filmic
rumbar in its hoses : twenty-nit-a. of
these are in *chore. weir thromeetraten
of Mary Poe, the blind girl. are und.r
asehool age and four of the eiuttibtet
under the age of three years,
prominent elan rot-ends remeek-
ed that if any olte in 
Paducah is luke-
warm In his interest In the Home of
the Friendless he has, only to visit h
its he has dent. wit:seas the eenetort
di haematite& of the children, and te-
le. rotnethIng ottlic labor of loess-
het is being dune for thent.
Means for Milarging and extentiieg
thet work are urgently needed. 
The
Have Your Lawn Nnw.
Mower Sharpened 1 .7
Special Cash Price 5 0 n Special Cash Price
Up to April 1 to Up to April 1
We have the only machinc. in the city built
-especially for sharpening lawn mowers. It
grinds the blades absolutely true.
We
Regular price for sharpening
mowers
mowers up to AiiriLl et ..._ 






will call for and ddiver all mowers.
L. W. HENNEBEHER CO.
INCORPORATED
"Tile House of Quality"
422-4 BROM AY NIB PHONES Ili
Government Rests in Tobacco Case.
New York. Feb.,17..--The.govern-
rnmerotsc and doubt-Mae wee oreterse mentia "suit against the American-
bask. 
of the time (of tile waste-paper
:1 of the Royal and Ancients.
Croeleg dleeatirfamion with the rules
natue—Doan's—
board Is serloualy hampered) in its
plane and the demends upon it _are
More and more Kissing.
Tee substantial and handsoma build
Mg on I1ten.11 street welt thy work it
reiterate:, is an «enduring' monument
to the getierosity of Pattueah citdente
and an object of pardonable cayie
pride. It g without saying that
the emeili who have 'made poselhle
the developmenoof this noble charity
from the humale beginning to lie pee-
ant status ailt not allow it to suffjr
for lack of funde.--Contributed.
_
A Dangerous Operation.
Is the removal of the 'apie hy a
surg on.. No one who takes Dr.
King's New Life pills is ever subj.-et-
ad to the. frightful ,ordeel. They work
so quietnf yen don't feel them. They
cure constiontion, headaehe, billious-
ness,aed malaria. 25c at all drag-
gets.
_ linstana, Receipts.,
Kettevea, Ry., Vela 1-77-=-W-. --a:
Dycus ar.company. :ea:elation pezers,
have received to date 2111.000 pound
of tobacAl. Elehte-six hogsheads of
this tobacco have been prized and
put in the storage Manse, and sans,
ples of same sent to tht• associatiou
grate re at Guthrie. Porty-two hove'
heads have been received at the stor-
age house from John M. Bradshaw,
t4onall Talk of the sporting World. EddyvIlle, me twenty-flee hogsheads
The-Ian:fed -Brides Gott Aseoetarloo foam- Dreensburg. -One - hundred and
lias foewarded teethe Royal and An: fifty-seven hogsheads Is the total
(tient Gulf Club 'a bundle of dmiredeamouut delivered froni the prizing
changes and euggestions in the rules houses of the county to -the storage
governing the game. While the de- hareem at Kuttawa,
mends of the assoe:ation, as an ;mace
eelon. have been mild, the se:rem-
:ions made by individuals have Non
Majority Pavort "so Cra'rp" Pion.
sten•tor Cantle, said the association
now has betw• n 169,000,0110 and
170A100.000 pones of the 1906 and
1907 crops in tile peal and that until
TOba(TO i ortipsuy for alleged viola-
tions of the Seaman anti-trust law
Pas .completed. Upon the govern-
' 
the par of Amerleans has besonie s anaouncement that it was
qa.;.• pt. aoutevid. It was-in Septette
her last that the exec-alive committee 
ready to rest its came, an adjourn-
lit the United States Golf Association
clientbto February 25, to give the de-
erase a notification to the St. An-
fendant an opportunity to d
drow committee 
of
 the existing feeling whether 
it will put et a defense, was --
here. In due time word was received 
granted by United States commis  
from Capt. Burn, chairman of the, St. 













-Large assortment of McDougall Kitchen Cabinets. We now have a
complete stock to select from. See large display in our north show
window.
When You Buy the McDougall
You Buy the Best and Cheapest
The prices on genuine McDougall's this year make it about as easy
to own the real thing as to buy a troublesome, poorly made iinitation.
The McDougall lasts a life-time. It is the only kind that a woxn.an
wants---and the only really, cheap kind to buy.
McDougall
Prices




1 Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Foutth St.
"Wish I'd Bought a McDeitgali"
That's easily said when it's too late. The time to do
your thinking is before you burden yourself with an
imitation_ The McDougall doesn't go wrong, or
fall to pieces: doesn't harbor dirt or vermin. The
McDougall
.Kitchen Cabinet
Leads a long and useful life. It is the cabinet of
studied, preven convenience.
Many imitations sell for about the same as the Mc-
Dougall; some sell for two or three dollars lest'
Usually the difference between the genuine Mr-Don-
gall and a genuine nuisance is about two dollars.
Come-at once and make your selections.
Terms within reads of all-7_
$2.00 Cash, SOo Per Week:
HODESaBLIRFOR
olueorporated.o
Wareroonis 405 407 Jeffegson Street,
Ardrcw committee, stating that the
rules were to be revised and that an
advance proof would be sent 'to the
Ppited States Golf Association,, fo
r
iluenements. The revised rules are
due in May.
EVEN FROM TRIP: 1101'74TAINS
Millard's Snow Linirr,•nt Is praised for
the good it dais. A sure cure for
itheumatlant aid all pains. Wright
W. toying. Gesmt MORIIMI.
writer: "I used teamed's Snow Lini-
ment last winter for Rheumatism and
[an recoma.end it as the best Liniment
on the "market. I tkevalat at the time
I was taken down with this trouble
that it would be a week triore I could
get about, tout 011 applying your Lini-
ment several times durtivr the night
I was about in 45 hours and well In
three darr.-
Sold by J. H. 'Oehlacteseger, Lead Bees.
S C. cs. Ripley.
Claim Notice.
First National Bank of Metropolis.
Illinois, and Others, Plaintiffs.
vs: Equity.
City National Bank of Paducah. Ken-
tucky. and Others. Defendants,
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master comtnissioner
of the 'McCracken eireuft court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities Iff
the estate of John **smote deceased,
and all persons having claims against
Said estate ore reqhlred to properly
verify and file the same, befqse gain
toternissioner on or - before the 1Rth
day of April. 1908, or they will sbe
foreeer barred front asserting any
*arm esainst the asset* in the hands
of Mee Eleabeth Sinnott, executrix
of said estate unadfnInistered. And_ .
all persons are hereby enjoined and
,restraitard collecting their claims
iagaInst said estate, ffiFteat throlIgh
this suit, and It is ordered•that this
Order be published in tb• Paducah
Daly Sun as required by law.
Given under My hand as clerk of
the McCracken cirenit court this the
13th day of itebruery, 191R.
J. A. Miller, Clerk.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
• 
Babies and pianos would make less
Dols* If grown people would let them
alone. •
amine!' appointed by the- United
States coeds, has heard the evidence
in the suit taken in this eity.
, Tobacco Ow (7ositined.
She:bytille. Ky., Feb. 17.—The
case of the commonwealth against
the Aniete-an Tobacco (obit:tarry was
continued by District Attorney San-
ford on accetut of the absence of lin--
portant witnesses. Judge William H.
Holt. of Louisville, was appointed to
try this ease a short time ago nY
Governor \Neilson, the regular judge,
C. C. Marshall, being unable to sit.
A UMW
Rhotald be snrishine in the house, and
will be if you give It White's Create
Vermin:los the heat worm medbla•
offered to ruffering humanity. This
remedy is be-timing the permanent fix-
ture or'avl househo)ds. A mother with
children 'an't get along without a bot-
tle of White'', Cream Yermifuge, in the
house.
Sold tiy J. H. Oehltichlaager. uuis neon
and C. 0. Melee.
At the Minstrels.
hilstah Wbite, Alt has a piszazsle to
propound.
A pizzazzle, Mr. Sambo?
Yas, sah. dat's what Ali said. A
plasazzle.
Well, ltes hear you propound your
puzzle. Mr. Samba. ,
Yes. ash. ileah Is inah pluitsale:
Why does a man in a hqrry look like
a camel?
t I doerknowe Mr. flambe. Why
does "a man. itt -a -borry look  -like-4
camel?
He! He! 'Clause be lilts shown °II
hisself..a
Ladle/. and gentlemen. Mr. Rastas.
the notorious hambone plaver, will
now imeersesate Dr. /they in his eel-
eVrated solo: "I'yt. (Jet a Flattiesit Its
Working for Me "-est. Louis Times.
'The New Orleans club has mnotelle-
ed to givt• 13111, Phillips his release so
that he rimy manage a team in his
home town of Charlotte, Pa , next
ammo n
Most p. ION, act as
corns .11 them.
l's ''-is tett Sty I,";.
 1111.111•111/PLIN2
New York, Feb. 17.—Merchant
tailors from all over the country are
on their way to their homes after a
three days' session in New York of the
Merchant Tailor.** National Exchange,
a meetieg at which the styles for
men'sneer are each season- decided.
While no hard and fast are laid
down by the exchange, the predomin-
ating, opinion of the tailors of the
country is secured, and on that opin-
ion are styles based. lndividualitty
was the keynote of the meeting, and
-"While predominating opinion is rec-
ognised as the standard fig the coin-
ing year, it was plaints- stated that th
e
opinion of London and Paris watt in
no way to be taken :nab consideration
Predominating opitildn has this to
Say about masculine garments for
spring and summer: '
' Filot —Cuffs on the ends of t roust ra
shall he frowned upon. but they 
shall
be encouraged for coat 
sleeves. They
shall be "tolerated" only on soft flan-
nel summer troesers. Cuffs on win-
lter trousers shall be tabooed.
second—Fancy waistcoats nanr be
"rids in color, but they shall be quiet
In tone." (Asked to •xplain Chat,a
memer said that while ich, colored
small stripes and n'llecito would be
used. "the ensemble must be mod-
est,")
Mediohre That to Medicine.
"1 have suffered a good deal with
notiOria and steilloch complaints, but
I have now foundi a remedy that keeps
me 'el:, and that remedy Is Electric
Bitters; a medicine that is Medicine
for stomach and liver troubles, and
for run-down conditions," says W. C.
Kiestler, of Halliday, Ark. Electric
!
Bitters purify and enrich the blood,
tone up the nerves, and Impart vigor
and energy to the weak. Your money
will be refunded if it fails to help
you. 60c at all druggists.
Des or Information.
Ask the giret and boys how- many
$1 bills swill weigh as much as one
$20 gold piece. Answers -fluctuate
between On and 1.000. The correct
number Is le
Here is a little bit of information
for the- school boys: The stars on
Aai Id, emn tasn lc. o tnhi eru: E iacihnfumloans thdmseuort it onosfRISINGsuffer, can he avoided by 
"Mothers Fried." This great remedy
q a God-send to women, carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses "Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger Incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and 1110THIER,s
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is? worth
its weight in gold to every
if their 
woman, and will be sent free in plain Fill
envelope by addressing application to f O
BREAS
the American flag' have five points.-
Wherefore? The stars on al) this .
American coins" are six-pointed.
Wherefore!
One of the old-time beliefs of the
Knickerbockers was that there, would
be just as many snows in winter as.
the number of days of the month en
which the first snowfall occurred.
According to this, we are to have
thirteen snows tnis winter, ad our first
snow fell on the'llth. Who will keep
the taliy!—New York Fleas.
j Bradfield Regulator UN Ationta,64. NOi
, This la Worth Rending.
Leo F. Zelinskl, of ea Gibson
Buffalo, N. Y., says: "I cored the
moat annoying cold sore I ever bad.
with Bugklen's Arnica ealve. ap-
plied this salve once a day for two
days, when every trace of the sore
was gone." Heels all sores. Sold
under guarantee at all druggists, kfier-L
Clarence—"And do sou mean to
say that you received no laves/ekes to
the Burridges bail?"
Awtdur—"No, bob .101. ant I
shall get jolly even wit); efetn.
know."







By the turn of a band you
have the correct date to 1912.
The cost is slnall and th,
time laved is no compariaon.
The Diamond Stamp Works




term of the Ballard circuit court. It
Is said that this will be the policy In
Mamma at the pose:dries at Padeseh. .v..e.,westerg districe  county Such
Ky., as second craitee.
11171111C11.1tertex RATON
THE DAILY era
Hi Carrho. per week .., .10
Se ;nail, per month. In advance.. .ts
Isp Emu. per year. in advance ....13.50
WEE wielescl.g egg.
For year, by mail. postage paid .41.00
Address THE BUN. Paructah,
Moe. III South Third. Phone SOS.
• Tome. Chicago and Now
figlr rapraseatatives.
THE MN ma be found at the follow-
leg places.








 3891 17 3765
6 3888 18 3768
• 3891 20 3778
4 3894 21 3781
g........3899 22 3778
7 3900 23 3825
8 ' 3790 24 3870
6........3796 25 3874
881 3805 27 3864
ai.. ....3808 28 3871
3796 29 3873
.........378844  60 3813
66.......,3796 $1. e 3822
16 $766
, Total 103.390
Average for January, 1908....3829
-Personally appeared before me, this
rebruary 3d, 1908, R. D. MacMillen.
besiness manager of The Sun, who
afnrms that the above statement of
tbe circulation of The Sun for the
month of January, 1908, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.






"Every moment of life is a moilu-
went of mercy."
What a liar a man must be to be
able to deceive himself.
_ The Ohio is just showing what it
May do later on.
The navy department, Mould M-
eade plenty of mixer' with the sup-
plies for grans' fleet.
It makes no difference now Whether
you take It straight or with-a little
syrup in it, the departmeet or agri-
culture can define It.
Congressman Burton didn't low his
hold on his district. He Yds for mayor
of Cleveland with one hand. Maybe,
that is the reason be didn't get it.
The sham of the favorite son can-
dickwy Is appearing, as the various
-favorite sons" attempt to put their
respective state deiegationg into their
respectve vest pockets. Illinoisans
do not expect Joe Cannon to be nom'
mated, and they do not intend that he
shall cast the vote of the state for
whomsoever he Nsteth. When Can-
non ,s out of the way the delegates
will get on the band wagon, The
same situation exists in Indiana.
SOME DEMOCRATIC POLITICS.
Now we observe the favorite sons of
Democracy going after the state dele-
gations to the Denver convention.
Our own ()Hie James is the vice presi-
dential quantity of the congressional
coterie. Our 011ie is' the original
Bryan men. and Kentucky has proven
a fickle jade to Bryantsm. Twice the
Peerless one has been embarrassed
by the state and there is no doubt
that his preetege was sadly injured,
when the state tonged agMast Heger,
after Bryan's tour. andethe
ture remained adamant to his plea for
Beekbam. A delegation chosen to
support 011ie James for vice-presi-
dent, especially if 011ie should be al-
• lowed to pick it out himself, would be
for Bryan, "first, last and all the
time."
In Ohio wo see the Cincinnati En-
quirer supporting Judsoa Harmon, at-
torney general under Cleveland. for
president. John R. McLean. perhaps,
wants the Ohio delegation for some
purpose. Harmon might develop Into
a strong viceepresitientral possibility.
He in regular in his Democracy. and
Yet he represents the so-called "con-
isereettive" wing. Joined with Bryan,
be miget serve In a way to cement the
two elements into something like •
rational party.
011ie James woUtd-be most satin-
factor* to the /Irma litesuseht tuirbe
has this ia his favor: Democrats a&
ml' openly that Kentssoky Is doubtful,
end in their own hearts that it is Re-
publican. It misfit do to nominate
011is% for vice-president, hoping that
home pride would oarry the state for
the ticket.
UPHOLD THell LAW
flow mutt better is the plan of the
isallerd county tobaceo association
than that adopted on the sire aide of
the river. The western district rano-
eiellons have been awaiting patilete/y
the outcome of the suits Co test the
validity of the pool, and having learte_
ed the( the contract "will hold water."




11111 BUN PUBLISHING UOMPARY.
010011PORATIED.
to make the pool bold tobacco. Bulls
for damages; from those, who ha*
violated the agreement and "dumped"
their tobacco, and restealning, orders
to prevent those, who haws not des-
posted of theirs, &littering it to ho.-
P. M FISHER. Proiddlawk" 
_ears. will be Instituted at the April
.
B. a. PAXTON. General Maltase,.
  legal methods add Winne to the charTr 
actor of the pool; they have a re-
streaking force on those. who Join
hereafter: the effect is just as ealutar%
as that of phyggeal intimidation, with-
out the train of ills that follow law-
leesnese and injure the lawless as well
as the law-abiding.
If the western district tobacco
planters have patience to abide by-
their agreement and await the results
of legal actions, and exhibit honesty
in their dealings with -the purchasers
of their tobacco, they will find then»
selves in a favored section of the
Black Patch, with prosperity at a
Premium, life and happiness undis-
turbed, and a ready market for their
product.
The east side of the rivers presents
IA example, that should be a warning
to the western district, if such a thing
Is ever needed by the character of
people who inhabit the Purchase.
Starting with plant bed scraping, and
progressing through barn burning, to
town raiding, the night riders new
find it necessary to perpetuate their
organization lied take risks., riding in-
to towns and intimidating people, who
"talk too much." And it is a risk, for
two night rider* met their death in the
Hoptinsville raid, and none of them
ever knows that he will not be the
next luckless victim of a "pot shot."
They forfeit all right to mercy, who
take the law into their own hands.
It's an may step from whipping
buyers to whipping men who "talk
too much." Men,. who burn other
people's property and assault them.
are sensitive about their reputaciatia.
It will be a shorter step from whip-
ping men who talk, to warning peo-
ple, whose conduct in other matters
does not conform to the social theo-
ries of some members of the aisle
riders_ Soon, we fear, the band will
find itself led into all sorts of com-
plications by the indiscretions of its
members.
Landlords and employers-have been
warned to get rid of the tiegross. Per-
haps. some of the night riders do not
own ground, but work for others, and
they think with the negro eliminated
as an industrial factor, the demand
for labor will increase and wages will
reach a . fancy figure. All sorts of
crimes and outrages will be laid at
the door of the night riders, and those,
who are tired of' It all, and repent
their Initiation into lawlessness, will
be swept on by the current into which
they have voluntarily launched, find-
ing it necessary to perpetuate their
compact ,and association with disso-
lute alict feckless charaeters for their
own protection, outlawed and unable
to moor at any teat. - • ---,-
Property values in HOPhinevilte and
the other towns of that section are de-
moralized. and Wen. also would sell
their farms and get out of the country,
can not find purchasers at anything
like the natural value of the land.
Every man's hand Iseagainst every
other man in that country: for when
men band together on some unlawful
mission, the spirit of brothertood can
not abide with them, regardless of
their futile oaths. It is only a mutu-
ality of fear that holds them together.
It is that haunting fear that sent them
to Eddyville to whip those efttzene:
but sooner or later an oath will be
broken, perhaps in the cups, and then
there will be murder. Thus feuds
are begpt, and a hundred years may
not seen the end of the outrages In the
Pennyrile, and the last shot may be
fired and the last 'torch applied, when
men have forgotten how the trouble
originated.
There is no crime more hideous
than inceodiarism. There is nothing
that calls into the ascendency ,the
brute instinct, more than does destructs
tion °elite and property. A man may
steal to relieve a necessity and never
steal again; but active participation
In the work of destruction awskens a
frenzy -that often proves not easily as-
suaged.
Better stay within the law. Where-
in the association is right, it will
eventually triumph; but it must be by
Ostia methods. Planters are asking
the protection of the law against the
aggressions of the tobacco trust So
they should keep.within the law them-
selves Some planters for various
reasons have not seen IR to join the
organization; and so physical violence
has been resorted to in the. effort to
Induce such men to unite their fort-
unes with the pool. But while this
system of coercion was widening the
sphere of the association, and elim-
inating the independent planter from
the situation, it was also alienating
the sympathy of a great mess of law-
abiding citizens and newspapers. of
the state, which otherwise would have
sujiport.if the planters. and creating
a feeling of disgust, no doubt, In the
minds of many men, who had to stand
by the deeds of violence for self-pro-
trefoil. - --
Lawlessness carries with it the
germ of its own destructioe.
Oweneboro. also, is proposing to
bridge the Ohio.
Warring Democratic factions in the
Kentucky legislature are expected to
bury the county unit bill instead, of
the proverbial hatchet,
"Dr. Bruner *willhiave to get spr
busy if be stems the Taft tide 1ti (le-
vitate it begins to leek like the big
secretary will be first, the net no-
where." says the Kentucky State
Journal. 011, Brame will be riders
the Ude Mere Le g.
p.
' THE PADUCAR /MEWING SUN
The Spoilers.
as ItAX a. MACH.
CAPTAIrlit VIA by Raz IL Beash.
(Costimeed from Imet Rene.)
• "Snit yotoself.** maid tie. "but If rtn
not mietakeu you'll never rest till
you've seen those meter*. I've studied
you, and olave a bet that you caret
marry eleNamara or •look your uncle
In the' eye till you know the truth.
You might do either If you knew them
to he crooks, but you couldn't if you
miyaretemeeted it -that's the woman.
When you get ready, essitle batik. I'll
show you proof. because I don't claim
to lie anything but what I aus-Wiltou
Struve, bargainer of some mean abil-
ity. 'When they some to Inscribe toy
headstone I hope they ens carve there-
on with truth. -lie got value re-
eelvede "
-You're panther," she said loath-
ingly..
"Grneeful and elegant tinite, that,"
he laughed. -Affeetemate and full of
play, bin with sharp teeth and sharph
:Jaws. To-follow out the idea, which
pleases me. I believe the ereature owes
tin loyalty to Its fellows. and hunts
alone. New svlsen you've foliowed this
Lenspirticy arid leaved the blame
where it belengs, won't you eottie and
tell nw about it? :That door leader into
au outer hull which opens into Ilse
street. No one will Nee you come or
go."
As dm hurried along she wondered
dazedly why she heti stayed to listen
so Ling. What. emonster he was Mis
titeaniug was plain, hail always been
so from the tine day be laid eyes go
her. and lw was utterly conseieneeless.
She bad known all this; and yet, in her
proad."yeuthful voundetice, and ill her
used, every bear more desperate ate,
urgent. to know the truth. abe bail
dared NA herself with him. Withal,
the man was shrewd and observant
anti had divined her mental tomb
with remarkable sagacity. Site bad
Called with him; but the kid now knew
that 'she could never rest till sbeefound
an answer to bet' questions. She gismo
kill this suspicion that ate into her so.
She thought tenderly of her unele's
goodness to bee clung with despairing
faith to the last of her kin Tine 1515,04
ties of the (*Meters were cluee anti.
she felt in dire need of that loot bodber
wars was somewhere In this mysterious
laud--need of some oat in n-hom ran
the strain that bound her to the weak
old man up Yonder. There was Mc
Namara: but bow could be help her,
bow much did she know of him, this
man who was now within the darkest
shadow of her new suspicions?
Feeling almost lutolerably friendless
and alone. weakened boils by her re-
toot fright and by her encounter with
Struve. Helen considered as calmly Ice
her emotions would allow and decided
that this was no eay In which pride
should- figure. There were facts which
IF Imperative Me should- -know,
and immediately; therefore; a few min-
utes later, sne knocked at tbe door of
Cherry Makete.
When the girl appeared, Ilelen was
aslionistbed to see that she had beep
crying. Teats burn hottest and leave
plainest trace in eyes where they come
mast seldom. The younger girl eoukl
not guess the tumult of emotion the
other had undergone eluting her ab-
sence, the utter depths of self *tette--
silent she had fathomed, for the sight
of Helen and bee' fresh young beauty
MS aroused In the adventuress a eery
tempest of bitterness and jest 'stay.
Whether Helen Chester were guilty or
innocent, how could Glenister hesitate
between them? Cherry had asked her-
self. Now she stared at her visitor in-
hospitably and without sign. -
-Will you let one (limy Its)" !Tejon
asked her. have something to say
to you."
When they were inside. Cherry Ma-




Those who are interested in
ehildreni;s attire will cer-
tainly find 6 source of delight
in our special display:of Wash
Snits for little fellows.
The materials are very ef-
fective ones—white damask
and linen and madras in
plaids and stripes. Many of
them are richly trimmed.
The cut is not only strik-
ingly stylish but has other
exclusive features which will
commend the garments to
every thoughtful parent.
Every pa:t of' there little
suits is generously propor-
tioned sad the trousers are
made with a special dart in
the hips which gives them




duction Sale Prices are still
in effect in our Men's Cloth-
ing Department also,
with lurcrutable eyes and stony filen.
-It isn't easy tor use to collies baek."
Helen begau, "but 1 felt that I had
If you can help me, I hope you will.
You said that you knew a great wrong
•was being done. I have au:peered It.
bin I til.in't kiwis.. and Owe tsees afraid
to doubt stly own people. You boid I
bid • part In it-that I'd betrayed niy
friends. Walt a moment," she hurried
.so. at the esthetes Arnica) Ptak' Wofl!
you tell me what you knew and what
you think itiy part isium heets?_ I've
Wool and seen things, that Rieke me
think-oh, they make tile afraid to
think, aneelet I eerie dud the truth!
You see, In a struggle like this, people
will' make all aorta of allegations. but
do they know, have they any proof,
that my untie has dune wrong?"
"Is that •11?"
"No. You said Struve told you the
whole achenie. 1 went to him and
tried to cajole the story out of him,
but"- She shivered at the memory.
"What sieve's did you haver in-
quired the listener, oddly curious for
all her cold dislike.
"Don't ask Ine. I hate to think - or
It."
Cherry laughed cruelly, "So. failing
there, you came hack to me, hack for
another favor from the waif. Well.
Miss Helen Chester. I don't believe
a limed seld. and I'll tell you
nothing. Go back to the uncle and the
rawboned lover who sent you. and lo-
form them that I'll speak when the
time tomes. They think I know too
tante, do they?-eo they've sent you to
spy? Weil, I'll make a compset. You
play your game, and I'll play mine.
Leave Glenister alone. and I'll not tell
On MeNamara, Is It a -bargain?"
"No, no, DO! Can't yeti see? That's
not it. all I want Is the truth of this
thing."
-Con go back to Struve and get It.
He'll tell sou: I won't. Drive your bar-
gain with him-you're at-le. You've
fooled better men-now, see what you
ran do with him."
Helen left, realizing the futility of
further effort, though alio felt that this
leonine did uot really doubt her, but
was scourged by jealousy till she de-
Ut overly chem. this •ttitude.
-teaching her own houses she wrote
two brief notes and called in her Jap
boy from the kitchen.
"Fred I want you to hunt up Mr.
°knitter and give him this note. If
you can't find him. then look for his
partner and give the other to him."
Fred vanished, to return In an hour
with the letter for Dextry still In his
Med.
"I dote esteh dis feller," he explain-
ed. "Young mans say he gone,. come
back feeble one. two. 'levee days."
"Did you dell% er the one to Mr. Glen-
Wert"
"Les, ma'am."
"Was there an answer?"
"Les, ma'am"
'Weil. give It to ma"
The note read:
roar Woe (1u-0er-A dtseuesten of •
matter so familiar to us both as the 4:tell
cry-ok ,..ntro,ertiy would be tiseteS0-
Your Inclination is due to the Incidents of
last night, pray don t trouble 'yourself,
W. ain't wit your pity. I ana your soCast-
Sat. ROY tiLONIIITER.
As-abe read the oat*,
entered, amid it seemed to the girl that
be had aged a year for every hour in
the last twelve, or eke the yellow aft-
ernoon light Ruined the nagging hol-
lows anti haggard lines of his fees
.most pitillealy. He shbwed in vole.'
anti manner the nervous burden under
which be labored.
"Aloe has told me shoat your en-
gagement, and it lifts a terrible lond
from me I'm mighty glad you're Rolex
to marry him. He's a wonderful ninn.
and he's tbe only one who can save
os."
"What do you mean by that? Ailint
are we in danger on.• *be Inquired,
avoiding discussion of McNatuara'n
announcement.
"Why, that mob, of course. They'll
come back. They said so. But Alec
'-tin handle the commanding' officer at
the feet, and. thanks to hon, we'll e
soldiers guarding the how.e herourfo.r."
"Why-they won't hurt un--
'int. tut! • I know whit I'm tells-
ing about. We're in worse danger
now than ever, aud If we don't break
up those vigilantes there'll he blood-
shod-that's what. They're a menace,
ane they're trying to foeee we off the
bench so they can take, the law Into
their own hands again. That's what I
want to see you about. They're plan-
ning to kill Alec and me-so be says -
and we've got to act quick to prevent
murder. Now, this young Glenister is
one of them, and he knows who the
rest are. Do you' think you could get
him to talk?"
"I don't think I quite emderstand
you," said the girl, through whitening
lips.
"Oh, yes, you do. I want the Datillia
of the ringleaders, so that 1 (mu jail
them. You can worm it out of that fal-
low if you try."
Helen looked at the old man in a hor-
ror that at first was dumb. "You ask
this of me?" she demanded hoarsely
at last.
"Nonsense." he said irritably. "This
Isn't any time for silly scruples. It's
life or death for me, maybe, and for
Alec too." Ile said the last craftily,
but she stormed at him:
"It's infamous! You're asking me to
betray the very man who saved us
sot twelve hours ago. He risked his
life for us."
"It isn't treachery at all. It's pro-
tection. If we don't get them, they'll
get ea I woulde't paned. Mai young
fellow, bat i want the others. Cote*
now, you've got to do IL"
But she said "No" firmly, and cottetry
went to her OWD room, where, behind
the locked door, she sat for a long Um*
staring with unseeing eyes, her hands
tight cline bed In her lap. At last she
whispered:
"Iini, afraid it's true. I'm afraid it'strue.
She remained bidden during the
dinner hour, and pleaded • headache
when McNamara tailed In the early
Vir&litatte hum shoe be left tier the night before,
I evening. Although she had not semi
ve4I 13ROADWAV besting her ta, it protniae to wed him._
tekhificalifs yet now tested obe meet bite now With
the conviction growing on her hourly
ntbsete 
that be wee • master vague? lb.
raillibeillru 
LOOK!
Within the last few days the
growing list of subscribers,
tection; you need both
1179 Allen, Clyde V., ire.
J1118 AndergOgp_.J,:r.,„res.
238 Boyd, Dr. Frank, office.
1212 Boyer, E. M.. res.
.135 Bridges Bros., grocery.
975 Cagle, C. M., res.
117 Cheek, Mrs. 3,5., res.
11111' Chinese Laundry.
1171 Clark, Rev. J. H.. res.
436 Clements, R. D. & Co.,
store.
646 Clements, R. D., res.
790 Craig, Dr. J. Edwin, res.
125 ('ross, I). A., city judge.
146 Crows. D. A.. res.
14X11 Cullom, B. P., res.
241 Davis. Rodney C., res.
911 Deakins. W. D.. rea
1148 Dickerson, C. 1., res.
341 Dipple. Geo., grocery.
slit Edwards. ,Hugh. res.
2e5 Farley. J. C., drug store.
:,4:; Farley, J. C.. reg.
1 Farley, W. H., res.
14)27' Farrington, I. D., res.
235, Flynn, T. J. res.
141011/ Fooks, Rev. D, W.. res.
S19 Galvin, Dan. saloon. -



























following names have been added.to our rapidly
You want fire protection; You want police pro-
Call 650 and put your name on the hit. 
Gialuge,i, Capt. II. G., roe
Grainger. Win., res.
°magi, Joe. res.
Hawkins. H. P. & Sons, whole-
sale feed.
Hendrick. W. R.. real estate
and fire Insurance.
11. nitrite; & Corbett, atty's.
Hub Clothing Store.
JotiesLyasper. ree.
Jones. T. A., res.
Katterjohn W. R., res.
Knights of Columbus.
Le.-, C. C.. wall paper.
Leibel. Chris., wsoceri.
Levy's Store, Levy Lee, prop
Lightfoot. R. T., res.
IleAughan. J. J . res.
MeCnatiken Real histate and
- Mortgage Co.
McIntyre. Maurice, res.
Metcalf. C. E., res.
Metcalf. Flank. res.
Miller, W. T. & Bro , planto
organs.
Miller, W. T.. res.
Mitchell-Browning Cool
Morris, E. B. res.
O'Brien, E. J. & Co.. tobacco'
warehoese..
E HOME
wreistled with it. ilsoilirtst that. he Una I
her tito•le, her own unwle oho stood- in
the piece of a father, Isere eoniiiblra•
tors. And yet. at 'memory- lit tlw
-judge's cold blooded re/post that she ,
slum1.1 turn 1r:sere:es her vehole !slug
revolted. If he could tisk a thing
like that. Snot other heartless. selthsh
not might he not he ,i1p31.1e. Or ? All
tIs,' hog, s,.111.1ry e‘enbig she kept her
reolu, but at last. feeling faint mlippeel
down stairs In -search Fred. for she
had eaten ri.:11ilne sinee her late break-
fest.
IV 441'4.4 relo•hed her frotn the parlor.
and :Is .-114. catill, ft, thr 644 Milo Ole
le ;here iii nti silt it code listeeleg.
She froze there in via Ottitteuk of Itaien-
irie.
The first sentence she heard through
the chew drawn curteins banisbed all
qualms at eavesdropping. gbe stocet
for_niany breatbless minutes drinking
In the plot that came to her plainly
from within, then turned, gathered up
her skIrtis and tiptoed beck to her
rooms Here she matte haste madly.
tearing off her house clothes aierdois-
nitre others.
She pressed her fare to the window
fuel noted that the niOet ops like n'- _
cilese hung velvet Isiall. eithout a star
In sight. Nevertheless. she aound •
heavy cell about her hat •nd face lee'
('re she estlemilehol the light anti
otetpcsl Iwo the hall. Deering MeNs•
seara's "(food elitist" at the frunt door,
whc retreutol again while hoer noels.
sleety 'Resented the isialri and pr.iise,I
heeler her chamber. Ile eared her
name ....fey, het when she .11.1 ten en
suer vim to his own rorYITI.
iVhon he vine aafete within she de-
...landed piletly. went out. Ned leeks)
the front 4/4,..r the
kl'.1 Iti her Ideetin. She Iturried nee.
foelitu; her a sty I Itroviet thee lisle'
41.teotti iti II Th Iser tweet
one but one (righten•-.1 thetighti
"I'll be toe late. I'll he too late."
- -
(Continued in nest been)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Sissy does makes yea Iseftestar. Las-its
keeps year Mote Maass Ago, este to tee
ammy-base plea tworywane. Few Maws,
Thintlewood Elected,
Cairo, Ill., Feb. L'.-'Capt. N. B
Thistlewood, Republican candidate for
congress in the Twenty-fifth Illinois
district, was chested at the apectal.
election Saturday to All the vacancy
by the -death of George W
• defeating WIIIIIIM H. Wirder,
his leernocratic opponent, by over 4,-
000 majority.
Clarence Monteith, a well known
ricer man, was drowned by falling
overboard off a barge of %he Beaver's
tow when she passed down the Ohio
last 'Thursday morning. 'Monteith
was drowned below Paduesili a few
miles. lie was in charge of the
barges the Heaver was towlag for
Barrett & Son. Mrs. Mentettb eras
on the boat at the time her husband
was drowupd. The bode has not Yee
been recovered from the river.
The irmilag iista.-..111e a week._
& Young, visa' tartly.
797 Pad0eah Chews, Checker and
Whist CI u
97 Padisesh Driest Palette
401 Paduish Ittlittieg stud !kook
Wadies le,
1.111 Poem at 1 eitiet elk lea 1•11
rue Perplingteil. It it a ,
w heaviest, fi tot
  tele Privatise $ J,, tie
Ifseu Itylikopt. J, (I • me
851 Riker. 
:211 R•Ocerbessi, tree 11,
704 Reek. Geo . Jr
tztln Roar's. Jobn, gies,
1X26 :Seek. Wolter. taw
2:1, I Stella, Br. 11. P. ogler.
I:ICI Southold* Premium Club.
tete 'Stanfield. Joe. rep
Slit Tuelter. Carl. grocery.
31(6 h CO., dross:
251 Voris, Cr, J. V.. ofgee.
335 West Kentucky Coal Co.,
office.
Ihell Waits, Geo., reit.
:107 Wilbem. Jas., res.
1:146 Wilhelm. John. newsdealer.
530 Worepert, iDO., res.
leel & Shaffer. blacksmith,.
PHONE
IETY ADJOURNS
: WHEN ISEI-LAIII 1{1,4144 TO POINT
OP' "PERNON.11.
Her Pitint l'atchee I its stiller on the
Tiemple and item to- .
rent nod I ',est.,
Great must have been the Joy at
the "High Ts-a" party given Saturday
night by colored people living near
Twelfth and Jones stre•ets. While
the society iota in the midst of Ms
celebration Ora Miller and Beulah
Alexander 'had trouble, that brought
man) of the members of the stwiety
into court. Ora has had an old
grudge *against lieulah, as .explained
in coup. Be ulah learned that Ora
was after hey, and had heir knife In




I. stifled_ Reef alleges In his afildaist
that Burns and Wieser W. J. Dingy
went so tar In their assurances to-him
that the prosecution would curry its
riareetlletit, that they declared, "they
*cued kill any one of tbe party to the
iintract who would arty part
of the agreements"
Afildaylts by Ruef's father andasie-
ter were also read They substantiated
and corroborated Klett in his state-
ments.
owe Woman*. ledisreee,
If the little children who for the
past twelve ,ears have reee!ved, with.
out motley and without twice. the care
of surgeons and ntermitest tkeeeirr-
drener lempltal could gather at the
grave of Mrs Yamielt. what a cloud of
witamees would there hoe to testify to
the good Wrought by ore. woman's sr-
the and Intelligent benreleenee
There ttey would meet a lite 'compa-
ny from the Episcopal (Joishanage anti
a host of children fruits the kitelergar
lens, awl theme boys and g rls from the.
State figate Of RtfOrt11, Who hate
in -the doorway Beulah PilyS OM been taught to know and choose the
"t"whaelted a beer bottle ale_ovez heretVle he their training M thnt Mamie*
head with one eck." bet Ors aillene C eoo. Better 'en all. earthly honors
lehe used nothing_ leo jou- Axe Ai4jk , would be the testimony of such A eon-
IBenlala was knocked down, and when 00111101' Of Mlle children mitt! feoats
Me row, she had her kulfe open see suffering. from dependenee, from 1g.
toads. a slash at Gra's face. A long Baran"' and from crtme le the care
gash was cut on thee me eight te ple., and the labors of a fe dew voetd enm
eand then the sek 'and adjourned. wometel At times It memo a. if
leatresemen ieseits- awl Owe* es-pttre theefereee) that medeefor Wretch, gineee_
wets, too great to be mobilo& but tak-
ing A backward glance we realize that
here a little ad there a little the
lime of right living are puehed fot-
ward by the crones-roe' labors, by tbs.
unfaltering Wee of those who see hut
a 'step at a time and who take that
step • • • Together them work%
and works like these, change gradual-
ly the sapect of life, eepeciall) for this
little children of the. your. The good
men and women do lees after them.
Theo schools and homes and hospital,
remain: those who labored to build
them pas* sway. Noteuch work is lost
1.1 Is not rein hopes. it is re notathe 
made palpable and oltectfte.
-•
"Por nest by proem windows only,
When daylight comes, comes in the
light,
In front the sun climbs slow. how
slowly,
Wit westward, look, the land Iv
bright."
ed both of the sunien and exited OM
no 'op a charge of toresch of- peaec.
and Beulah for malicious cutang..
After hearing the evidence both wo-
men were fined $2,0 and coos fur
I breach of peace.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
SI. Nicholas—John n. Dex-
ter, Mo : J. H. McGuire, Kansas City;
I.. 4. Robb. .%lexandra. Ark; Mrs.
Fuse Hill. Mounds, Ill ; .Fred Huth-
man. St. Louis: Gus fiehlichtig, St.
Louis: B. H Dawson. elentettes; W
W. Walter, Menethis: W. P. Johnson,
Memphis, James Walker. Owensboro;
Ciande Howell, Owensboro.
Palmer --A. I.. Rodgers. 'Memphis;
W. r. Davis, Nashville: IS A. Cory.
J r.. Elroy:deuce: E. H. Brown, I,outse
sin.; D. A. Williams. Cliallistille;
Charles H. Throop, Elkhart;Williant
F.:verse/so, rit. Louts: .1 L. Kirkvrood,
Chicago; IL W. Oil, Louisville;
P. Flemming, Davenport.
leeliedere- Ed Gamlen& Mayfield:
George W. Edwards, Vicksburg: H.
E. Todd. Indianapolis; Harry Patter'
sew-, MurraY; II. T. Bradfield, Mew-
ntits: Smith Net t prime k , Brook po rt
Guy Holland, Murray: A. B. Tonle-
kiss, Saltillo; D. J. Martin, Paris; J.
D. DuBois, Memphis.
New Richmond -M. B. Stewart.
Ashland City; Mons Robinson, Gol-
conda; Walter Thornhill, Elkton: II:
Baugh. Brookpert; E. B. Baynes, Me-
tropolis: G. P. Cartwright, Mew:
A. J. H111, CatrO: Harry Johnson, Cin-
(Ideate L. ,it, Creep, Tiline; P. T.
Grasaham. SaleM.
(WEE TELLN PIIESSUItle
THAT MADE HIM TALK.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 17 A
lengthy affidavit by Abraham Ruef
disclosing considerable history of the
now famous Immunity contract and
-thin Itlielted involute-- hroffeat upon
Rust to Induce him "to tell all be
knew" was read by Henry Ach, chief
counsel for the former political hose
to the superior court today- before
Judge Lawlor.
The affidavit relates how pressure
was brought upon him by tne provesiii-
and the Rev. Job Nieto and the Rev.
Bernard Kaplan, both of whom, be-
sides District Attorney Langdn, Fran-
cis J. Heney and Special Ageid W. J
Runts. urged Mtn to testify, before the
grand jury "for the good of the emit-
111.11nItl." Root declares that finally,
upon the Most positive asenrances sod
guarantee of Inunuelty and the per-
mission to withdraw his plea of guilty,
lie sent before the grand jury and
--1.tittlaville Post_
ails* Mercy of (turning
Events."
We must a:I wonder, tot a
moment DOW and thell. while
strange new "brew" is being
prepared for us by- the burl
forces which 11011-1111,Me "Cite
cumetances "
In the home life the exit of
a servant, In the store, "some
thing happens" to our best
clerks, In every littleness ven-
ture gionetleng -upsets" eu:
favorite plsn. If we own Prot-
erte, our best tenant leaves.
or _eirir neighbor sells his prop
stay at • big profit- eh] •
we "hold on" to ours,
willingly.
Erne nem expressed
"Man imprienned In !noes
life, lies operi to the merry
eemeng Aswan" .
And the truth has led tit
to consider way* and means
for "taking the sting out of'
these coming events —
turning them Into endurable
bu ese rdens. And of th wave
and means which we ha•
rooted, the cniefest Is Want
Advertising. A wise use et
this modern convenience, this
ineteument of service, Not
«di mite, ',firming eyelets
Illerettullit make, its to con-








THE LOCAL NEws 1FRD WYATr HAS
THINGS HIS WAY
FOR SHORT TIME
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40034
Broadway. Pboue 196.
-Fume, for real estate agents for
Bale at this officer.
H. O. Hollins has left the
City fez a few months. and 1 save
gulled an luterest in his busiums and
ihall look after it fer him. Any in-
- i
formatiou with relereuce to any
* branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if veil will call up The Sun






-Fir,' le: rued a :arge hole in the
roof of !he r.-'elcnee of George Bern-
hard. 1611 itioadway. about :)130
41.e:.•• k yeste rd..% afternoti Fere COM
pant. s N.,- I. 2 and 4 answered the
alarm at:-1 • • e blaze was ritingurislied
In - a few tnititites. No damage of
("mewl tit !. . as done.
Nee,. . nerved on Trustee ('
- (:. -•. • .417 of the ' ;Axed
board, h..y.• minutes of the school
board, ter tee vet four )"are, In
Court tomorrow moruing, The min-
e • • a ores. are wanted lu caw of C. M
Lieb. former eleerinteatleett against
the eche(); board for salary from Ail-
ment to See:ember" I
I.
On a eearee of inoeching. Ray
1;:pani.., eim
mens and Frank
veiny. all emettropoUtlaus, were ar-
ranged In leiV..• (wort this enorniatt
and tine;d $1 Jii" It Th4-lerreb litTrwatie
_
nr Pet cultist ii 'Ott iry Olt a chawar•of
-4-Ice-eartuneatauseL
cording to their statetnents they were
' on ihe ir May to lAilltaYille tto Set 
Ito-
Witiotla Tk cliii rants
-Eve rgreett Grove. Woodmen CU
_ witt_a_1%.• a._dance at Red 
Men's
4 ha I Tillew4I0 •venin,s. February
Ile kets 7.0 reels. The euniteittee
novel' the right to refuse an) Lod)
Whey %lab -
John Bulger. who has served a
term In jail fur bootlegging. took the
insolvent debteene oath thie =uvulas
and SAN r4•!east-il teem custody.
--Street vats did net run on the
  Gregurl ights ear line yesterday
epithet-To about ect feet of the
• beef. tweet washed away Saturdso
• a ...In., 
washout - eeecarred, elle", -the
track branches off from the - park 
line.'
•• stlIte track et not demoted, and work-
men arie replacing the roadbed.










• Does all kinds of printing
- 0 0.11>o
We have the men who know
how to do yonr work just as
It should be dane, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
i Let us figure with you. the
next time you need any print-
ing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
a • • we can give yo
u satiodadtsrv
'‘Pork, and give It to you
• 19101941.
^
-City suaseribers to tbe Daily
us who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify one col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention wet
be paid to such orders when given
to cane ra. Sun Peetheeng Co.
-Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
&lent of domestic animals. Both
phoues i31.
-We can give you the finest bar-
riages in the city for
• and Wester cajle Our prices are low-
than those charged for like servioe
- in any city en America. Our service
keeconel to none, and the best lo this
ray. Palmer Transfer Company.
--Bubber stamps made to order.
Superioe priee markers, brass and
•Iuminurn cheeks of all kinds. Rub-
bee-Mamie aeceesories. The Diamond
In the arrest of Fred Wyatt the
police believe they have a bad man.
Wyatt. It Is alleged, had things geitig
his way In the railroad yarns Satur-
day night, and secured estveral email
sums of money by the holdup neighed
until Patrulthen Singery and Canee
arrested him at Thomptones boarding
house, Twelfth street and Broadway,
where be kicked in the door and ran
everybody into the street. Reel said.
• It Is said that Wyatt hate been work-
ing for the railroad several days.
When the belated Carbondale trait,
arrived 'thou) 6:34 o'clock. It is al-
ieged• Wyatt had A .fieht with Ous
Cherry. a colored switchman, near
eleente street and Broadway and is
the fight Cherry had a cut around his
headetat nearly scalped him. In the
affray another colored ' esetehman,
whose name could se not, he learned,
came to elit.rr's ted and reeeived a
stab at his heart. Only the ciothes
were cut and the skin was barely
grazed.
Proceeding up the railroad track, It
Stamp Works, Ile South Third street. is alleged, that Wyatt jumped on the
Phone, 3Sh. engine of Will Nash and showing his
- - The. New York World almanac long knife demanded that Nash turn
for leoe just received at R. D. Clem- over hi. roll. The fireman junowd
ents & Co. on the engthe and seeing trouble
- __Carriage work of all kinds. ahead, Wyatt !skipped out. Next .Iete
Painting, repairing, 'libber tires, etc. Lee. a small boy, was approached and
Spring wagens made to order. We tee motel. deniaiided, but ler was
Ire offering ppecial inducements for spry and he lively relining escaped
early orders. &rutin Sian ,Weerks, tee highwayman.
Phone 401.- John Fuller was approached be
•- -Place your orders for wedding eg Wygri and tinder threats of ha%ln,w
- throat cut gave the highwaymanhavitations at home. The so te
'bow ng as great an sasortmeot as his infini-s., which renststed of nee
you wilt Fled ()Di where*. at Pric44 dem, Then. It is alleged. Wyatt met
inuchelowev 'ulaa_yrze will lids* to ban Ligon, a • u1or..41 switchman, and
in the same matinee made the negro
hand over 2.1 cents. Linco'n Shu-
maker. foremau of the engine's for
the Illinois Centre!, was aoco.ted
Wyatt and fiontr.buted 25 cents to
Nestles purse.
After the robbing, it is alleged,
Wyatt eeat et his., boarding
T.w.:fth street and Firoadwae, and
kIckeel in the _epos and _Marie lire
miserable for everybody-. Patrolmen
Carter anal SIngery were on Wyatt's
trail and soon pot him under arrest.
When he was carried to 'the pollee
ntation Wyatt paid he was from Nash
vile, and told a pathetic story. This
morning In court Vey an answered-not
ready fur trial. • He has telegraehed.
lee his father and probably Will Og Interest in Paducah.
MN Zack Mentiennery and the
euterde was payeday, and the higheeeeteeee eseeseeteet y enter taj.aeeeeiejelhe
e 
waymsn May have thought he would
rneJt- settle enflectilaw
and thee-skip- low-n Dun iegen
Alts•-leatrant-astaimst-AVS-sat-
and I rhe other - victims *wear mit
warrant", It may take._ Wyatt Solite
time to obtain his. freedom
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
AlaIrThil iii That. (*Sy.
Gnela.• le Moore. jf Florence
Staliun, and Nibs& i4. 4it tin White, of
liardwee, weir Ulan- 0.1 Sunday at
this residence ef sir. Samuel Robert-
son, 13eso Jackson neeet. The Rev.
S. B. Moote, pastor of the First
keleistlan church. uniciating. Mies
White is a sestet of Mrs. Robertson
aud i v.-t- e popular among her ae-
aequaintanees. Mr. Moore- Is a wee
known McCracken county farmer.
• telaugidiss-Tityloe.
The Illat Huge of .Ntis Amne,.;
Olaughilti and Mr. Jtere- William
Taylor took pace this moining at It)
o'clock at the patertrage of the St.
Francis de Sales Catholic church.
The Rev. Father H. W. Jansen per-
'formed the ceremony. ii man. a quiet
wedding with only the re:deers and
most intimate friends pre-seet. The
attendants we-re M.sm Atnire-> Taylor
and Mr. '-Clifford Blackburn. The
bride wore a etylleh tailored snit of
brown cloth with hat, sho• s and
gloves or, harmcniwing shade,. Miss
Taylor wore a brown street petit
The couple left at mein for leme-
viler and after a bridal trip ease wi:.
be at home at 019 Clay street.
EsenIng Card Party In Honored the
Misses Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Jame, Campbell,
Flournoy will entertain at cards on
Wedneteday evening at thee; heme on
eeffeeson boulevard In honor of the
ethane Thomas. of A-three, Ga.. who
are the. guests of Mei+ W. le. Bead-
shim, Jr.
Enjoyable Itirthday Party.
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Temple enter-
taint-el in honer or the eighteenth
birthday of thek -daughter, Miee
Edith Temple, at their 'home near
Maxon Mill. on Saturday eV, Wink. It
was a delightful occasion with a large
number of guest's,. present. They
Were: Misses hula etelneri Lorena
Cetiolsoo, Berth!' Bayd, Artie- Satider
son, Meereen Ruti t, Imre leraffen,
ehty leuttrell. this Van'.'.-. Eddie
Maxon, Florence-Jones. Elizabeth
Jenies, Leine „ Greeneeil. Grace
Hill!ngton. Jimmy Naylor, May
Young. Jamie Jones, Edith Tome
Wee, Messrs. Lynn It, Phipps. Keener
-Rudolph, Henry Duet:man-, At-ton
llrey Griffith. John Polk, Itokm
Gillen, 140 Austin. (lint Randle, Ter-
rance Willienis, Roily Greenest:le Os-
car Coleinon, Tommie_ Jones. Virgil
leiwnee Harry Temple, Sherman
(loins, Charen'Ftrgueon. W. T. liar-
faun, Earl Young. Sam Stith.
ILLINOIS JUDGE
i-t:E•rs It.trii AT 1111814411ENT IN
(ANSON MoVEMENT.
How "Immunity Moth" of Humphrey
llaused the Aati-Tart Move-
meut.
Springfield. Ill., Feb. 17.-A dra-
meec phase of the attempt' to put Illi-
nois in the anti-Taft lists came to light
'Olen it was discovered that Judge J.
Otis Ifuttiphreee of theellaited States
district court, was one of the Omega-
tors of the "perch climbers' conven-
tion" Thursday at Litchfield. Judge
Humphrey Is the Jurist Moes. decision
giving the- -"Immunity bath' to the
Packers in the beef salts In leet
brought • special message to congress:
horn President Rooteeviet. declaring
that the Humphrey finding made the
outcome of the trial a "miscarriage
ei.justiee." and that it came "Ineasur.
ably near making the law a farce."
The president's intaeage. whieb was
presented to congrese Apra IS, 19u6.
further asserted that "the interpreta-
tion of Judge IltineMrey of the will of
the eongrees as expreased-ln legisla-
tion Is Duce as to make ehat will eb-
solutely abortive."
No rejoinder was made by Judge
Humphrey. Smarting under the pres-
ident's reproofs, however, the jurist
he _his friends to have been
quietly mapping out a phin of retails-
ion, and when "Uncle Jee" Cannon
first began.to Witten to delver Illi-
nois to the reactinbitries Id the nation-




Joe Cubic, colored, or Renton. ,arel-
&Wally Must himself in the left leg
this morning. lib was driving through
from Renton to this city, and was
playing with a 41. Coles (revolver
when It went off The ball entered
Just below the keee and went through
the- calf of his ieg to the ankle. He
came to this city and had the ball
extracted.
Treeing Are Held.
Washington. Feb 17 Receipt of
message(' from Fs elm n ks, Alaska
Mating that mike prevails. mellow It
inonetwasary tq fend troops from Fort
Gibbose at •present.• They are being
held tinder orders, AM
brae of Mr. William Munttemeeyeast
we-A in niar.> ddightful ways. says
the Frankfurt eorresponsient of the
tour-I. e -.foto nal. -Orr -Friday the
temple was given a dinner of several
courses, to whith all the Montgomerye
of the name were bidden to we•Icome
the riewconier in -their Olidett. MT.
Montgomery le Mr. Thomas .Edison's
chief assistant In his Alt:tee:end Is a
man at wealth and ouliare- leis wed-
dine was quite ronsantie. 11 was while
attending the graduating exercise,' of
his young cousin. Miss Mason Mont-
gomery. at SmIth•s college, that he
met lite statuesque Miss Marian Dana,
also oar-of the "sweet girl eratie-
ates '' After an ardent couttehlo of
five months he persuaded the yering
weinuoi that he coqld not attene to
electric coi and batteries while his
own heart was so enmeshed In her
lovable personality. Mr. and • Mrs.
Montgomery left for the haneeome
home that the :,-room had provided for
hie bonnie bride."
Mrs Montgomery and daugbers.
Hats in every n e w
shape for spring, with
every new new curve
a n d everything that's
new in bands for the
young men who appreci-
ate all innovations in
style.
Call in snli let our
hat man show you the




who wet.c tlitii mot grStalli, -
.1 t1:1113 .wip::vd itt Perim-ALM'
O. and are pleasecutly rent. les NEws op couR
itere. The Montgoineryellved
Eddyytile., where Mn, Zack
ery and brother had some prime, ..oe Its Viet tal
i 4
tracts. Itt4".(1 .t.it'd the e
quity
elosiete fter this term of court thiY,
. Box Party- at The Ileorocky. toothitig, shaplug up the ieleudinge.
Mn, I.A.0 Keller was host of a hoe that those care ready for trial this
art on Saturday nigbt at the Ken- term ma) be ctliposed .of. A large
Ricky theater at the "Royal ( het nuniner or eases vet* evillifitued and
perfurntance. Included in the party o;hets where siettlements have bern
were: Misses Helen Hills, Nella Hat- made %ere stricken. After tomorrow
field, Ethel Sights. Henri Al, ,,r1; the eourt will begin taking eo the
Messrs. Leo Keller, Ittibert Guiet ••, • eyes as they come and dispose of the
Milton Walleretein, Warren Seghtn. die lee.
Mr, S. P. Rittman,. marshal of Wele i _ In Pollee Court.
liffe, has returned home. Mr. 1-::.1•-•ei l Troubles el 24 defendants were
was witeees in the case against We- aired iii police court this Inoeutug. It
liam Lett:- the bootlegger.. r ',veined like everybody and his little
Mrs. McCullom has r•-turn- hrother had souk trouble between
eel home from Macy, Ind., after at- Auntiey night and Monday Morning
tending the funeral of her father, eleiThe i,risoners were jammed- together
Wiett Fisher, len the bench and several enjoyed the
Flagman William Elrod, of the ll,',unusual Itteury of chairs. The dock-
linole Central, has recovered front int im ,was: Drunk-John Ayres. Cbaries
attack cif grip. Davis. Tom Ford, $1 and costs'. Mb'
Ilrakwmati Lovey Beck, of th ce-educt - Thomas Dickie,
noie Certnal, who has been seriously slid (-oyes. Drunk and disorderly-
ill of malaria and rheumatism. is en- Frank Me-Carty, 830 and coste. -Mooeh
preying. He in in the railroad teepee ;tee -Ray - Hanlin, George Simmons,
tat
Guateal Foreman J. R. Thompson,
of the Illinois Central ywrds at l'r:nce
ton, was in the city yesterda)
F'rank McCarty. and costs. tm-
tnorality-Lottie Taylor and Vetor
Constantine, $titt and costs each,
Gaining-- Will Kane, Marshall Davis,
Mr. Walter Ciarke, traveling nil:tee l Orris Hale, Henry Hale. $20 and
Mtn for the Meyer-Schmid-('.ark 'costs; Feank Bowman, Will Hil
l,
wholesale. grocery house, is ill of the 'JohnWilliams. John Gallisple.
 dis-
Mile at the hotel at Hardin, ley missed. Breach -o
f peace-Beukch
where he was s:rieken while making,Alexander, Ora Miller, $241 and ooste
a trip overland through Marshati eosin Itobbery--Fred Wyatt, co
ntinued un-
te last week. Information rt.4., ived III W.-dnesday.
by friends here yesterday is that Mr.
Clark is improving.
Cu), John Theobald. who is i I ett
pie unionia, continues to Improve ii•
his home on the Meyfield
-Mr.• George Theohald arrived • y"- A challenge was received this more-
t‘'rtilt) Irons Richmond, Va.. to attend ing b) the Athletic association of the
the bedside of his father, Col. Joh.. High school front the Southern 1111-
Titeoha1•ITTeho dl of pneumonia. nois Slate Normal University. of Car-
Little Miss Katherine Noble. who bosiis.I,., for a baeketball gam r here
is ill of fevt.r, is resting -easier today. Maffei 14. The team will play the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Linn, of Natli- Cairo High school basketball five
vele, arrived last week to visit Me; Marsh 13, and if possible the game
Linn's father, B. B. -Linn. specia: will be arranged for here the next
agent of the Nashville, Chattammea & day. The boys o
f fat High school
St. Louis railroad, who is quite_ ill of have not organised a basketball team,
grip, owing to the lack of a place to play.
Mr. Wert S. Mills went to Murray Now that the Eagles' gymnasium hi
°not business trip this morning. 'tieing arranged a team may be select-
Mrs. May Duncan and little son ' ed. It is late_in the season to organize
were in the city this Morning -en route but if a town team is.organized. the Subscribe inserting want ads i
n
l'i-11*•tr -lwale 4-'wt••'ete•eite*; 'afiker teaMs woutd be on the Berne footin
g The Sun will kindly remember that
viattiag friends at Brookport. • in regard to preparation. 'There are all szich items are to be paid for 
when
' Misses Clara Stewart its ill of ma- .*Leveral good basketball players in the t the ad is ineerted, the rule applying
lariat fever at the home of her High school ,and if a leans is preen to every one without exception.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Stewart, 'ized some fast playing may be looked 1' H
1308 Broadway. foie 
YMAN lathe boys' shirt man.
Be
Col. like Griffin went to Murray' 
eu he the -busine ears.ss 40 -p 
SCHOOL NOTES
25 Cents
Buys a Pair of flames
AT HART'S
Until Wednesday, 19
Hart will sell a pair of 3-loop, iron
bound, riveted Hames for 25c.
These Hames are full size, well made
and are the best bargains Hart has
put before the people. Hart's stock
is very large, should be reduced--is
the only reason for making these ex-
tremely low prices. These Hames
are first grade, being well-made of
the best material and free from
defects.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated,
WANT ADS.
BOARD Ole COUN(11,SIEN 
FOR heating and stovewood rine
this mornineafter spending Sueday 
•
437. Fe Levin.
with his family here.
. Rufus Story foremalt of the
Mason Ford-- collar factory.; at the
mErrs AGAIN TONIGHT,.
HYMAN, the boys' stint men, is at
the Belvedere. - a
FOR dry wood, old phone 2361.
WANTED-A good cook, to stay
on the place. Apply 6113 Kentucky
avenue. .
FOR Ft EN T F u rnished rooms
with bath. 427 Clark. Phone 1424,
old,
_kYlel_RENT--Three rooms or en-
tire lower floor of lout- rooms and re-
ceptIon ball at 326 North Sixth street.
Old phone 2777.
SOLOMON The tailor, has removed
to .621" Broadway under Trueheart
beildInjr, where Le would be pleaettel
to show you his new line of spring
samples..
NONE SUPERIOR
- (Continued from That page.)
Itoebei-symenss--New phone 842-a 
R. F. Van Loon, of S17. Monroe and the Western Turf 
hotel on lower irld
street, has re-turned from Kansas City. Broadway, will be aske
d . for. The ---101i.-IfENT
-Three room cottage.
Senator J. Wheeler Carupleell has Confederate veteransAvill ask
 that a 1331 Jackeon. Apply 
703' Jackson. 
our country need have no mLegivings
or fear but that our battleships will - e
eret wroodeta FrasekLorte . .1part of Oak Grove 
cemete ryeer_set -e.p9a RENT-Nicely-rfurnished room give 
att excellent account a( them-
bliss Alice Liles. of 311 Ilroadwar. 
apart for burying Ali coneetirences. --if 3-7-
.Tell'Fi/t6n. selves." - -
. 
- - - -... ,.,- 7 ',I ..
Mr. 0. W. Edwards, of Vieleburg. 
general repalring. rubber tires, 4ve
 refutation of the criticism that /Merl-
Considerable spare is devoted to a
...
went to Louisville to visit her brother. 
ground. .1. E. MORGAN horse shoving.
Is visiting in the city. Sent 
to Asylum. South Third. 
tan fighting ships do not set as high 
• ..y.•
Mrs. Young Taylor, of 421 Ohio ,New York. Feb
. 17.-Adjudged a 
 out of the water as those of foreign 
- L-.
FOR RUBBER staminiand supplies 
e
weeks' illness of the grip, gained int
ernational notoriety through Binding Co. !
navies. It-la admitted by the admiral
that the- Indiana and Kearsarge 
.-.-
street. Is recovering after a three paraonicie, 
Robert C. Caldwell, who phone Paducah Printing and Book
Mr. Tom Coburn will leave at 6:10 his testi
mony in 'the Druee case in FOR SALE--Heater, hickory • and 
(lasses (the first battleships of the
In Tennessee on a business trip. wa
nted since on a charge of perjury, 
thy stove wood. Smith. Albritton & navy) 
are too low forward for en-
tonight for x-e-mphte and other cities London, 
England, where he has been
Elwood Neel, deputy United States was 
removed today tram his home in
Wickiiffe to serve sumnions in civil 
Staten Island to the insane asylum.marshal, left today for Bardwell and
.
New Phone System.
easel:On. john K. Headrick is attend- La Center. KY.. Feb. 17.
 ISperial.)
a
Nothing of an unusual nature is
iiiMeleffle ownitentiary: spews& ,Satur•-• ertectett at the ateeting of the boa
rd --Ftel-TKISHICD. rooms for rest. at-J
dav night and Suudee.wIth  telatlYee of_coumelmen tonight. _Se
veral mat- Madison.. Old phone 2e50.
In the city.. . tere will be receive
d Crow the board --7-F1-Yel-A.au fit you in a• shirt
Mr. Joe Roth, one of the pro- prie- of aldermen, apd It Is ex
pected -that 'Call at the Belvedere,
tein-ei:if-t- eh- DTamor-Tdeeffatup company. licenses Tor the-OVITIM-thefin
eeey gettlid --e- House corner •FOR RIe th
is ill of grip at his home. a! Fourth street and 
Kentetckeeavenue
elect fighting at sea in fairly heavy
Co., old phone 478. !weather, "but the rema'nder of our
`eICYFICE---43efOre selling your fur- ,battleships could, without doubt, give
niture and stoves see Brooks Bros. la good account of themselves In a
for best juices. 221 Kentucky avenue eteght at „a in 
any weather in which
weee•TEes----A.ewhlte girl for gee- it is at all likely for a fleet to en-
ing circuit-court at Madisonville. -ci
tisens_of La Center, have organ- eral house
Work. Call at 1227 Jeffer- S gage.- .
Mrs. J. (''Benson is very low at her lied an indep
endent telephone aye- son.
home on South Fifth street. 
Armament ille4* Needed.
tern and will enter into active compe- HYMAN is taking sh
irt orders for •••Attention is called to four of ...se
spriAin'AgNTED- 
 Russian battleships which were cap-
- First-class salestuan.
i
:sized or sunk in the battle of-the Sea
Address -Equitable Refining Coe *of Japan. all of which roire,4
7 feet
Cleveland. Ohio. _ • tout of the water, higher than any of
FOR RENT-My furnished house our sheet.
 The question presents the
character ,of veil-armed and
consequently weighted lower in the
water, and being lightly armed can
setting higher. It Is-Mated to be Lb*
policy of the American nave "to al-
ways have our vessels armed better
than our opponents."
"It may not be amiss," the report
adds, "while dealing with the subject
of gun heights and-free board, to add
that the Japanese In their most re-
cently designed ships, tave. note/1th-
stuading an increase of speed and
length of vessel, not missed their gun
positions, nor the free board. which is
itVOID FORTUNE TELLERS  one of the re
sults gained from their
experience* from their recent wat.
and which seems to uphold the good
Idea of our system of building ships."
Lemma of Late War.
Mrs. D. D. Mkehells
News has reached the city of the 
As to the height of gun positions.
dereh of Mrs. D. D. Mitehell, wife of 
It Is stated that with the exception of
the Indiana and Kearsarge clasaes. our
D. D. Mitchell, proprietor of 
the
Mitchell hotel Of Clueleston. Mo. Mrs. 
ships carry their forward turret guns
Mitchell was the oldest Mater of Capt. 
general/yr/ higher than similar ships of
W. 14. Edwarde-,011 this city, 
the British.and Japanese navies, ann
In the belgrie Shove water of guns-iir:
lag_ oil the broadside, we are notice-
able In the lead.
it is noted that one of the lesson('
eel from the Ruston-Japanese war
was that the three and six pound gips
were nbt heavy enough to repel a tor-
pedo Meet. As a result, all our battle.
chips now cam heevier batteries rot
smelt iinsersysieper.
ing the criticism of the
Mr. William Heath. of Heath. Is tition with the 
East Tennesee ex-
visiting Dr. and Mrs S. Z. Holland. change. '
of GrahamvIlle.
Miss Ruby Harris-on, of Graham-
Ville. Is III of pneumonia
Gore, of Lone Oak.
Mr. sod Mrs. Horsee Rtnitber, of
Grahamv.11e. are parents of a line girl
baby born yesterday.
MTS. Richard Holland, of Trimble
street. has returned from Maxon )4111
after visiting her mother. Mrs. motty
vrwawarl, of Mama )44/1.
Mestsrs. Carl and Arthur Knowles
spent Sunday in Princeton visiting
friends.
Miss Virginia Newell spent Sunday
In Paris, Tenn.. visiting her Mother.
Mn•s. T. J. Newell.
Attorney Charles C. Graes-ham wIlT
go to Cairo in the morning on legal
business.
RatliburnItill Signed,
Columbus, 0., Feb. 17.-Gov. Har-
Mrs. Elisabeth Sanderson. of May- Hs today signed the Rathburn bill pro
field. is visiting Dr. mid Mrs e R. C. hibiting the drinking ref intoxicaets 
on 
tot six 'months. W. L. Brainerd, ..506•
Washingtoe street.
trains except in compartments or ears
where (be tante am sold, and it takes
effect at once. Violation of the law
is a misdemeanor punishable by fine. ,
Hate Perfectleltaeid Mire Gus,
Parts, Feb. 17.-Governinent ante Saturday night between -Ninth street
lery experts diem Franee possesses a and Kentucky theater. Return to
perfect rapid fire gun. This convic- 727 Broadway.
tion is the result of tests just held at
St. Etienne. where 60 shots a minute
were fired without heating the gun
The meebasiang acted effectually.
--foil RENT-One nice furnished
front room 'with all modern consen-
fences. Gentlentsen preferred. In
quirs 713 Kentucky avenue.
terns. Peru. Feb. 17.-Tile Attlee-
can Seek which is steaming up 
the
west coast of _South America, la ex-
pected to arrive at Callao next Thurs-
day and the government has ordered
that Rear Admiral Evans be tendered
the honors of vice admiral. Tile
ernieer !Coronet Bologonsi left Callao
laid night for this port. Everything
Is in rediness at Lima and Callao rot
a elorJous welnenne to the American
I
visitors.
Washington, airb. 17 The senate
'Judiciary committee anth.nsized favor-
able reports on the nemination of
!
Thomas Ward. Jr., flIwt r 1, attoraey
for Oolortido. and Jobe Embry I* be
district attorner Oklahoma. - •
YOUR ci.olliss will always look
uke 'dew If cleaned and pressed by
James ,Deffy. South Math neat
Broadway. Phone 338-a.
LOST-Carved gold-link bracelet,
Widow Inherits Hunkersion Estate. with dream books. A Peek
will 
vaofns ;heel tel.a 
late
end 8, Duneee-iremouTb.:
oToaulltrawy onderlial cards will tell your-
past, present and future accurately.
president of the State National bank.was Now only 50e complete. Komar. 1006,
probated 
adttl!dd toincuily.ouinsviellestrecatve
nistIyleft to 145 Dearborn fite.ChIc
ago. -
the widow. Mr. Dunkersen was W
ANTED-A party who can Inveil
ranked as one of the wealthiest 
men anrtike stock in an a-to-date_paying
of the city. His wealth had been est:-
 corporation, to take position On road
lusted as high as one million dollars. at a salary 
of $1.200 per year and ex-
pnses. Address I. 44. care Sun.
---W-B614-E-R-Toit-$7-6 tO start heal-)(Melt Wife and Self,
(It-saner. coppersmith, at an early only few days. No cost. If satisfied
eine-tenet!. 0., yet'. 17.--e-Peter nets for us in your incaltty. Takes
bh ancl 113•441111Y 'position becomes permanent. C. W.hour this morning
ehot bin'.- !Stanton Co., 95 Monon building, Chi-
ee4f, dying shortly afterwards. 
311recago.
killed his wife and then
we!srrED-ro-ung men as travel-Theand Mrs. Gruetrer teave 
eight -children
lug salesmen warted who know how.police thing 
Gruener was tem-
porarily deranged. We teach by correspondence. Rowe
to learn; 26 rears' experience. Pike





Polditle& of ire armor bee Melinda& toright. J. -E. -Tolivar, 11-17 Mabel)
trumnineb:dmtbaTtentlare- firm of W. B. Ea
rth- -RAI.MSMEN--:-Old eitablitCh-ed-Vinee. rrneeed oiral tilaega'i.nit7Cii-ef(e'reeta tholitt hl"Ob*Maa•0""":
man & company. extensive dealere deelres to engag
e Oh* or two relistee Japanese -contest The criticism'', 
he
In lumber, had assigned, 
leabilitlee men to well standard staple well explatnedeare Went upen the atieurate
it is said will approxima
te sesteeetit known Tine. RxerlItent opportunity for CM that Meseta will always str
ive tn
with assets between $leo0.4)041 awl the right person.
 References ' re- go into action at their deep load 
deete
mitred. Mr. WILI4Mote Sehiller Hide ,






kubscribers are cautioned 'not to he alarmed or cocieed
by the false reports new being circulated. Ad fire
alarms and police dills are transmitted promptly to
the departments.
East Tennessee Telephone Co.
MITER ALLMAN*
SELEPHONE L011111.13ML.
laekson: Mies.. PO. 13.—A sensa-
tion was created in the state senate
today when Senator Engle, of Nat
chez, offered a resolution Instructing
the sergeant-at-arms to eject from
the senate (haniber IP lobbyists con-
nected with the Centherland Tete-
pbone compata. Mr. Engle made a
spirited speech declaring that lobby.
ads of that company were using in-
tinenees of almost everycilaraineereten.
defeat his bill requiring telephona
lions,cbmMnteM to 
_aaatartiat Theater _WE altelailloaL
Cates's). Feb. 11.--01Lassalat4he
Auditmium aasociation, which, owns
and leases the Auditorium litelding
declareJ today that the story that the
theater was to be torn out Of the
building was unfounded. The /lair)
originated. they said. In the fast that
an architect had drawn plans tbr eta:-
tat% chaages in the building, but the
plans had not been adopted and no
changes are contemplated.
Manager Conuie Mack insists that
Rube Waddell still is a good pitcher,
but that he just couldn't stand his
peculiar ways.
6iti Vs a Slansofdroit
INSURANCE








may look bright and prosperous—but 8 "calm idways
precedes a storm." Prepare for the stortn in yonr
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one lofty to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar wilt do it.
We pay 4 per sent interest on all savings he.








U awe kap Whams Thee Weald
Ram* Peas elle Nike of Illinois
Ms the Other.
NEWU FROM THE , wrNbv
Chicago. Feb. 17.—"Intagine, V
)ou cap. hogs, In a single ale, 75
miles long.'' exclaimed the mock
Yards atatistic.lan, tryiug graphically
to convey an idea of the record day's
receipts of porkers. 89,365 of them
and. getting incehereat at hie task.
"Iniaene thial,_ porcine  procession
lasattig a gives point, how long do
you suppose it would take. mete:ming
the hogs would keep in Hue, head aad
tall, as. of course, they wouldn't.
Again, how much pork did that one
day's reetdPts of hogs make! Think
of it•altn errliwulrs.eatiOt tot w(O is :! cMiadoe
into saasagille that would be a girdle
wei
the federal building of Cillilalf0 els-
teen hundred times.
It would be weinles enough to ex-
tend from one end of Mails to the
other. If box ears were loaded to
30.44fai capacity with that amount of
pig there would be two big train-
loads " NitAt of these hogs were
brought to Chicago by western raa-
roads. This record eclipsed the best
previous OM by 14.814. All of the
animals unloadsdat Chicago test week
would have required a train ati inilta
leng and all of them netted In cash
over 45aiti41014 to the shippers.
All 'other itvest‘sck markets. St.
Paul. Sioux City, Omaha. St. Joseph
and Kansas City have had plenty of
and Kansas l'ity have had plenty of
holm and the month of  March area-
isee to otnetinne tho sidpatieYea
wouldn't bear guessed there were so
malty e.gs ;r1 the world.- sighed the
stock yard etatisticatin, watching train
load aft-r trainload roil in from the
south, west and sortie. The railroad's
shares of the Mg day's deluge shows
the way various localities marketed
their "mortgage lieeerse" C. & N, ON,.
26.112: C. M. • St Paul, 2s).290i; C.
R. I. • P.. 15.1132. C. B. & Q.. 1.363:
1. C.. 9.310. and Great Western, I.
i
718. The week's art-teats amounted
to over 24,00 carloads.
- Narklle tames tgawt Down.
Over Isto of the 5-cent theaters of
Chicago have closed their doors be-
caut-ve of the advance ttlthe-griee of
• films--a ilttl.• matter f WO per cent
—for the ilio‘;ng Meters machine.
These nick le theaerer have sweat
about Chicago like lights he OW eitY
at dusk but It is Commonly reported
that tte- film manuficturere have of-
fecal! a combination strong enough
to double he r prtees at one coup.
The marislosas einametograph, 'mute-
scope, hisaivaipe, kloodrome and other
devices have sprung Mao sudden pop-
• ularity and disrepute according to the
chit:master of their moving pietures.
some of whirl" flaw* been summarily
suppressed because the patrons of this
nickle theaters are largely children.
Showmen made sudden fortunes from
the inventions Mil there soon will be
THE DAILY SUN
Send a Copy of
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a spacial mailing
7 rate of ,$2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually' a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
11-FIVF BCE




3411 1* proote saner 
from Stood
reamo mei don't know It. Head
symptoms, Uselly cured by It. B. II.
If you lays a.hes tool poins In the
bencs, back or Joints. It. tithe. Af•akby
•Ifin, blood feels hut or thin; Swollen
Oland.. Innings and Bumps JO the •Iktiti
More Throat or Mouth, falling ha(,
Pimples or satirastv• eruptioas. cancer-
ous *um*, Lumps or Sores on Lips. Fa e
or any part of the body. Yoke Massie
Mood Balm. fl.II. LI llaarassiteod . to
cure even the worst and most deep-
seated cas.•s. B. B. B. drives all poi-
sonous matter from the system' and
sepals a Maul vf_Pero• rich bh direct
to the skin surface.. -Iti-Abli-walr schen
and Pains are stopped, an gruptioats.
Sores. Pimples. evea casette and *veer,
evidence of Blood Pelee* are Quickly
healed and cured, completely changing
the entire, body tato a clean. healthy
condition. Thousands of this worst eases
cured by B. B. 11, after all other treat-
ment failed
ccarn iTemixo--iscsasssaje•
Watery blisters. oren, Itching sores
of a/l kind, all leave after treaty...at
with B. 11. n, because these troubles are
caused by blood poison. while it. B B.
kills the poison, makes the bl000 pure
and rich, heals the sores And stops the
itching.
BOTANIC BUM. WALE. 40. ft a.)
I. ptessaat and safe to take; composed
s.of pure Botanic ingredient SAMPLIS
ENT FREE by writing Mood Balm
Galata. Ga. BOLD BY DRUGGISTS. or
sent lii express. At $1 PER LAROF:
with Orme
cure.
Sold In Paducah. Ky.. by R. W.
Walker & co., W. J. Gilbert. Lang
Bawl. After & List.
several hundred of them in this city,
as in all the big cities, who will sadly
survey their ,glided entrances. their
iron dad' :eitatail and their idle equip
men/ and for the days and nights
Of crowded boils,
RAILROAD NOTES 1
An abundance of work was await-
ing the 4111p:oyes of the Illinois Cen-
tral shops this morning. the mingle%
of loaded care on the tracks for re-
pairs being far in excess of any morn-
ing for sealTral-mainths. The eondl-
Bons are cheering to the men in al'
departments and with the beiTInning
of the miring business, it is expeetea
that the- Ours will be increased and
full time required to handle the bust"-
lies&
The pay car left this Morning at
6:30 to pay off the employes between
Paducah and Memphis.
• Master Car Builder T. Si. Baughan
La much improved today and. expects
to be able to leave the hospital the
latter .part of this week.
Col. W. A. Flowers, the veteran
baggage agent at the Cnton station,,
has suffered a relatese of the grip and
coalleati to his taaay,
many frimida-wish him a speedy re-
covery.
John Moore, one of the foremen
In the fee relied-ins department, way
at work this wort:ice after being off
soreral days from the grip.
Dispate4er Alvey and Travel-
ing Engineer Grimes. of Pulton,•were
in the city this nvorniiii•
c NV-Fadden a machinist he:per
at the shops. was bruised on the hand
Saturda, by a ladder falling and
striking him.
Ralph Williams, of caartii-T_Ity..
came to the hospital yesterday to
have his hand dressed. It was in-
jured while loading ties.
RECEiVES SHOT'




Digh e Niteneetippena and
Timid% lib Extort Money.
Oklahoma heeld" for Bryan. „
Guthrie, Okla . Feb. 17.--In the
Democratic- primaries held today to
elett delegates, to the state convemini
W. .1. erne was Indorsed by every
on° of the eeventa five counties. The
delegates were instructed to select as
Instructed 'Sayan delegation to the
Denver coareetion. W. H. *array,
president of the constitutional &raven-
kiwi, will head Oklahoma's delega-
tion.
Have Um liver Bees
to Cincinnati?





Our Mr. Gilbert made a spe-
cial trip to Cincinnati for the
purpose of securing ths
agency for these famous
sweets and it gives us great
pleasure to announce his sue-
was. Hereafter you can al-
ways find a fresh i supplj* of
these deliciously toothsome








Mbar Pim* No. hti
THE 1111,ACHNIAILKR IS KILLED
Hattiesburg, Miss., Feb. 17.— W. I.
Tea:, was shot and
instantly killed by J. F. Wilder Ili the
office, of the latter at Epps, a :anal
station on the Golf and Ship island
railroad, eight miles south of this city,
at 8 o'clock jaistertity aioraing. Booth
wan or several years a (Utilise of Hat-
tiesburg. baying at be. Woe Inc* the
editor of a weekly newspaper here
For a year or more he had been In
the real estate business in Texas. He
returned to the corninunity tivo weeks
ago. since when he has storied queerly.
It is alleged that he had written a
number of letters to Mr. Wilder, de-
manding money, andthreatening  pet_ 
sonal vengeance unless it was forth-
coming. rder frienas assert that
the claim was without merit and that
Booth's importun:ties were Ignored.
Yesterday Mr. Wilder was in tht
city attending the Masonic -meeting.
and met itputh. when the latter Is
said to have renewed his request for
money, threateuing members of WII-
der's family. His requests were again
positive!) rutustal. whereupon he In-
Mr. Wilder that he would see
him in Epps to settle the difficulty.
Arriving at Epps on the early morn-
ing train. Booth wailte4 Immediate!'
to wildler•A office. Wilder saw bins
placed a shotgun where It would be
euimoinigi_.f_aidutuRatiticandipatedultprenble. lit
said:
stove for a few reputes, when he
$2.500." -
his neit, and was In the act of pubing
hancD. Booth stood by, the office
put his revolvee-when Wilder picked
"Wilder. I have Petite after that
"You -can't get It." rep:led Wilder.




Booth's body, flve, shot penetratlig
the region of-‘114 heart and causing
almost instant death. 
_
GOOD PLACBS
OPEN IN CIVIL, %Milli.: DPYPART-
MK-NT 040 4101 ER NIHNNT.
Several Esamlisatione. Announced
4ioserde of tieveral Clam for
saloon to Ile Feed.
de
('ompeet Ire etamlaat ions- of civil
service will be held as ladleated b.-
low: Clerk t male) bureau of plant
Industry, 6660 per annum, March 4:
surgedh. $125 per month, marine hos-
pital. Ilayport. tris.. March 4; me.it
qinusirpecid oirn tellueeprissycacanennespetagroteneer paelakiren;
meats. persons whose experience
has been confined to' weighing, era,-
ing or clerical wont. or who hive been
engaged solely in the occupation 'of
meat cutter or bUtcher,,w!fl not be ad-
mitted to this eitalatnallon. Morrell C:
awrikareinsurn;odepato $rtwoezatiialaresherv11ee.; amosat-mp
ant fatale. Phtlippise Service, $1,200
to $,o 4o, *arch 11-12: tenche."
(male and female) Philippine earvice
$1,2011' ro-$2.iteso March 11-12; test-
ing 'engineer, 21.000 per annuli'!"
March la; receiver of clothing and
small stores. $4 per diem March II.
IS; assistant superintendent of geed
/
warehouse and seed distribution, sal-
aries $90to to $1,300 per annum,
March 25: isipiern slide colorist ifs-
male) $4 per diem • and upward.
March454 magazine attendant, $t.5S
'per diem. March 2,5: plate cleaner.
i bureau of engraving and . printlue
1$840 per annum March 2:e. publ.•
!document cataloguer. $4000 per as
March 16; eteserinteudent of en-
gineering construction and plumbing.
IC per day. laugh Di; watchman,
bureau of engraving and printing
172'n, age limit 25 to 40. March 25
I Them ezaminatiom may be taken
at : Bloomington, lad,: Cincinnati. 0.
Cleveland, 0.; Columbus, 0.; Meanie
%dile, Ind.; Fort Wayne, 'ad.:, Indii-
L.Iyolls, Ind.; Heaton, O.; Lafayette
lad.; Lexington. Ky.; Lradaville, Kr.:
Paducah, Ky.; Toledo, O.; ZrateirrIlle
Ohio.
 somramommmmmma
Iowa Servant Girl Row Ftas.
Boone, la., Feb. 17.--)AUL Si. J.
Foster, the matress In "The Mistress
and Maid," wage controrerer here.
has withdrawn her challenge to a
week's tontese in housework with
-Hannah Olson, a servant girl. Miss
Nellie Kened). who assumed the nom
de plume of Hannah Olson, mid she
thought as did Mrs. Foster on the
matter. The latter therefore with-
drew.
"Mrs Rollins his the most accom-
modating husband I know."
What has he done now?"
"W.hy, )ou know she was growing
very stout. and hi. took to drink just





You get handsome, well
appointed carrlay
when I serve ytU We
give lifor.1 p.nvinal et-
tentlou at all times,




WAREHOUSE FOR RENT I
I
Thc old Christian church, on North
Fourth street betwee Jefferson and Monroe,






C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second








We Uge .the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-.-Why?
Fir—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The buttonholes or stud holes _
Third—Negligee shirts with button, are ironed -perfectly
and without injury. •
Fourth—It irOus either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, liud
the "hump" no often been is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
gentling is your laundry.'
STAR LAUNDPV
uiLi i-eougs 2041. 120 North Fourth S.
W. F. PsIten,
President,




Aireounts of Indlisidnals sad
real! B. well as lame depoeitors and
eaanougie treataseat.
. $1,0.00s
Surplus ..  OOOOO •••• • • . 1141.000
lkochistailers liability.. ....%  100,0001
Total elect:tit, to &lonelier* e. SSW, IeV
solicited. We apereciate
accord to all lbw mime
firms
Interest Paid on T!tno Deponits
allieNii ITURD N DIRTY l'Itt )tt 7 TO Streregic,„
Third and Broadwa.,
ff, 
























REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call. 30.41 or ToLmairion for it.
Mows 833. FRATERNITY BLDG.
PADUCAH. WY.
HENRY MANMEN,
ILIMOVED TO THIRD AEB
KINTECKY.
kook Bindle.. Baal, Work. Lego
sad LAbrary Week a Illretriblt7•
KILL THE COUCH












AND Ali. THROAT 'NO LUNG T1101ARES.





The folloWing reduced rates
Ale announced: .
_ _MARIN 4411.14
New Orleans; 'Ls.. Ma 3,
1808.
For the above octasion the
Ll.nois central Italtroad cow
pony will sell round trip ilea-
c-a on February U. 27, 118,
29 and on March 1 and 3,
19.,8. for 815.95. good re-
turning until March 10, 1908.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Claes
IL. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
SHERIF STAX SALEN'sMelton, M. 3.. 1 14,11  Map xirtoulti,kv4ReoHooll..  
DP:%rmiarrE,112Lin. Da...3611410toreli.. •
I Will on Tuesday, the 18th day of February, 1908, at Roberta. P., 1 lot,
the counly court house door, sell the followieg described
property to satisfy State and County Taxes and costs for
year 1907., Sale will start at 10 a ni. and closc at 9 p. m.
JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.
February 1. 1908.
. whao-bistriet Ogden. James, 1 lot, 
Argust, W. W.. Es. 1 lot ....$ 9.11
Alien, F. A., 214 acres 
Augustus, Toni, 1 lot. ..,  16.419
Bryant. Belle, 2 lots  21.49
Baker, SOL. 1 lot  13.96
Bartree, Mae, 1 lot  6.71
Barlow, Choc R., 2 Iota,  247.14
Benton. Lulu, 1 lot  21.911
Beyer, George T. 1 let  12.79
Base, E. J., 1 lot  6.03
Clark, T. A., 1 lot  6.78
Champion, J. R.. 2 lots 
Callon, S. B. for wits. UM a.
Clark, I.. T., 1 lot 
Carter, C. ,E.. 1 lot 
Cox, Ira 1 lot 
Collier, G. & Co., 43 acres  
Cox. F., 1 lot, - 
Covington, John J., 1 lot 
Da4is, Carrie, 1 lot 
Dreuneu, Miss Mary. 3 lots . •
Dulguld, Mary, 1 lot, 
Dill. Luther, 1 tot, 
Davis, J., 1 lot 
Daugherty, J., 1 lot, 
Z.thri4gr. W. H., 1 lot. 
Ildwards, C. C. 1 rot. 
English. Mrs. M., 1 lot, ...
Forkom, Hitt, 1 lot, 
Frost, Harry, 5 lots, 
Farriman, Mrs. C. C.. 1 lot 
Farrell, Chas., 1 lot, 
irralley, .1. It.. 1 lot, 
Griffin, Ed., 1 lot, 
George, J. It., 1 lot, 
Hughes, Goo. B., 1 lot, .. •
Hostetter. Mrs. Mary. 1 lot. . •
Hichno, C. T., 1 lot 
Husbands, Will. 1 lot, 
Harper, Bea, 1 lot, 
Hogan. J., 1 lot, 
Hurley. H. G., 1 lot, 
Joiner. N.115., 1 lot 
Jarvis. P. D., 3 lots, 
Johnson, L. W., 6 lots,
inking, J. R., 1 lot,
Johnson, H. J.. 1101,
Jones, Annie 1 lot,
Keunedy, II. I lot.
Key. Irvan 1 lot
Ladd. -John, 1 lot,  
Luttrell, J. R . 3 lots,
Leo, Gan, 1 lot,
Lawreoce. II. A., 1 lot,
Logan, Annie, 1 10t
McClure. R. T.. 1 lot
McCollum, John, 1 lot,
McKenney. alai. 1 lot, 
MeGoodwin, C..& Co., 1 lot, 
hlooler, Geo. A.. 1 tot. 
Maunal. 1 lot, 
•
Ortolan, Chas., I lot
Peeler. „Weak* 9 lots,
Padgoit. flarucy. 1 lot,
Porter, C. A , 1 lot,
Polk. Wm., 1 lot,
Pryor, W. S., 1 lot.
Rudolp6, Martha It., 1 lot,
Restage, Sarah, 1 lot, 
Rutledge. Wm., 1 lot, 
Rtggiemberger, G. W. Admr. 3
lots,  218.66
13.71 Russell, G. VO. 1 lot,  4.01
2057. Roberta, W. P. 1 lot,  4.01
1.34 Smith, C. B.. 1 lot.  5.44
18.44 boom, J. EL, 1 lot,  7.15
7.97 Sullivan, W. L., 1 tot,  5.041
8.30 Smith, Tom, 1 lot,  16.2434
Molder, Iola, 1 lot,  
3
8.30
5.39 Saunders, L. E., 1 lot.
Stea enson, Frank, 1 lot,4.87
9.68 Sanderson, R. S., 1 lot,
5.43 ettoffinan, S. H.. 1 lot.
6 81 Tree, P. It.. 1 lot,
5443 Thomas, J. H., 1 lot,
Vought, Mae, 1 lot, 14)9.24 0
Vought, Clarence, 1 lot,
7.14 andrwm, N. J., 1 lot.
411 Vick, Mrs. Annie, 1 lot, 98
White, Mrs. H. L., 1 lot,
7.73 Weithers, J. P.. 1 lot. 
818 Willson, Mrs. Amite. 1 lot.  
9681WMn. T J., 1 lot, 
6.87 Weeks. Amanda. 1 let, 
8.57 Wetherson, W. W., 1 lot,  
6.87 Wilson, A. L., 1 lot. 
7.84 I White--Dirtrict 2.
3.69 Allen, Daisy. 1 lot, 
6.43 Adams, E. L., 1 lot,' 
12.08 Burger, Louis, 1 lot. 
3-21 Brake, J. H., 1 lot,  ,
elo Cbote, Emile, I lot, 
4.02 champion, J. W., 1 lot. • • • •
5•4'5 Craig. Spill. 1 lot, 
8.2 CTPSSOtI, Claude, 1 lot, 
18.43 Ellis, Miss Cora, 1 lot. 
5.71 Fisher Lola, 1 lot. 
5.00 Graves, 0. W. & A. l. 1 lot,.
5.73 Fraser. Mary, J., 1 lot,
5-45 Greif. Lisa, 1 lot,
::'•" Griffin, J. C., 1 101.
6.41 !Nelms, J., 2 acres.
5.86 Harris, J. G., 1 lot,
10 04) LOoften. G. W., 1 lot.
6.57 merrett. Mrs. Ada, 1 lot 
3.15 Meyers, Geo., 1 lot,
6.40 Mayhaffy, hiss, 1 lot,
10.60 Melber. • C. G., 1 lot,
4A05 Marshall, Clara, 1 lot, 
004 Martin, Bd., 1 lot, 
5.75 Miller, Alice, 1 lot, 
616 Miller, W. J., 1 lot, .....
Nance, C. C. 1 lot, 
Owen, Jeanie 1 lot.* 
Owens, C. W., 1 lot, , 
Potion, Mrs. W. C., 1 lot,  
Minos, Jennie L., 1 lot, . .  
Perryman, C. M., 1 lot,  
. ,
inducer. T. C., 2 lots,
Taylor, J. D.. 1 lot.
Vandermert, Chas, 1 lot, ....
Milton. Mrs. Chlore, 1 lot,...
Watts. W. M. C., 1 lot. 
Weatherington. Lulu, 1 lot,  
White--Ilintriet 8.
Anderson, KittY, 1 lot,
Barrett,' W. W., 1 lot,
a
Brochett, Joe. 100 acres.
Carter. W. G., 1 lot, 
Calvert, Mrs., 1 lot,
11410. C., 1 lot,





Glber, 37 acres, .
Greif. Miss Augusta. 1 lot.
Gilbert. B. G.. 3 lots. 
Grouse & Fisher. 1 lot, 
Grouse, J. R., 2 tots. 
Hendrick & Miller. 3 lots, .
Hays, K. L., 2 acres 
Citampion. Ben, 1 lot, 
Ross. L. A.. 2 lots, 
Hudson, Mrs. Annie, 1 lot.  
Johnson, Henry, 1 lot 
'Jones, IV. M. 1 lot 
OUR
are all chemically_ tested. and
tboronsdtly exantised before a
single article Is placed on sale
We and It necessary to do this
in order to have out goods up
to our high standard of quality.
A good thing, for you to re-
member.
W. B. McPherson
Botb hoses 181. •
Telephone dent cries to any
part of the city 1. 25 minutes.




























Roundtree, Mary, 1 lot, .
Nweintoo,- C. F¶ Eit,
Smith, W. A., 1 tot,
Snider, Geo., 1 lot, ...
Simpson, Margerette, 2 lots .
&holder. llarsorette, 1 lot. .
Stroud, Toes, 1 Mt,
Smith, 4 10411. • • ..
Smith, V. K., 1 lot,
Threlkeld, R. L., 1 lot. ..
\VIillawi. B. IL, 2 lots,
Lewis, Tom, 1 lot,
Woods, J. A., 2 tots,
White-.-Illotriet 4.
Algee, Mary, 1 lot,
Allen. James. 2% acres. .
Arnold, IV. T.,' 1 tot, 
Allison. '3. H., 1 lot, 
Burnett, Hoary, 3lots, 
Bowman, R. J. & Eliza, 1 lot, 
iirown, M. B., 1 lot, 
Brown, Emma, 1 lot, 
Brown, Margerette, 1 lot, 
Berry, E. W. for children, 2
...
Bryant, John, 1 lot, 
Brown, E. R., 1 let, 
Sennett W. F., 1 lot, 
Clark. P. It.. 1 lot. 
Clark, Howard, 2 lots. 
Curling, .1. C. estate, 1 lot,
Collier, Tom, 1 lot, 
Chauwded, Mrs. J., 2 lots. .
Cousin. C. W.. 2 acres 1 lot. .
Cruise, Wm.. 5 acres, 
Callahand. Tom, 1 lot. 
Dallum. E. M., 1 lot, 
Dewy Geo.,- ;i .
Day. Mattle. 1 lot, 
Drake, A. F., 1 lot, 
Ealm, James, 1 lot. 
F:scridge, J. W. I lot, 
Fletcher, Ed., 22 acres., .
Fowler, J. W., 1 lot. 
Gordon. Ends, 1 lot, 
Garvey, Enda, 1 lot, .
Graham, Mrs. Fannie, 1
16..19 C.lhon. J. C., 1 lot, 
12.82 Hans, S. E., 1 lot, 
11.39 Holbert, M. B., 1 lot. 
6.79 Holden, J. M. 1 lot, 
11,1.00 Hogan, J. C.. I lot„ 
6.85 Harris. Eulit. 1 lot, 
18.19 James. 34ary G., 3 lot*. 
5.44 Janes L. P., 9 Iota. 
11.12 Kraut:moo Mrs. John, 1 lot,  
3.94 Loch, C. W 1 lot,  
1?.35 McKenney, J. G., 1 lot 
9.65 Mc14t-.1-1 estate, 1 lot,
31.08 Map-neek. W. F.. 4 acres.....
4.01 11111ington, S. C.. 1 ....
5.71 Miller, J J , 1 lot,
15.06 Mallard. Ed., I lot,
15.31 Odle., R. A.,. 1 lot,
17.98 Potts, E. L . 1 lot, .....
7.86 Price, Ben. 1 lot,
15.67 Pierce, Ed.. 1 lot.
11.19 Ingram, 11. H., Liot.
13.95 Roark. J. F.. for wife, 1 lot...
14.246 Robertson. Minnie, 1 lot, ..
16.74 Itortgering.k., 16 lots. 
4.01 Stone, S. J., 1 lot. 
11.39 Smith. S. 11.. 1 lot. 
5.56-5ewell, J. D., I lot. 
6.41/ Sollivant, Mrs. M., 1 lot, .
9.70 Smith. C. M.. 1 lot,
8.28 Sheppard. J. 3,1., 1 lot.



























Did you ever try
GAS COKE 
Ask some of otir_206-.
= customers about if.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
•
orsoloto -  
ON.
Williams, G. W.. 1 lot. 
Williams. Maggie estate, 1 lot
Wicks, Jessie. 1 lot, 
Walbert. James estate, 1 lot.
Weaser. Geo., 1 lot.  
Werner. Wallace, 1 lot, 
Washburn, Mrs. C. G., 1 lot,
Wright, H. C 1 tot. 
Willson. Roxie, 1 lot, 
White-District 5 
Bloodworth. A. J.. 1 lot. ....
Turner, Mrs. 11.., 615 acres...
Abrams. Mfrs. Lillie 65.2 acres.
Turner. Hal (heirs) 83 acres.
Champuk Wm.. 1 acre, ....
Egner, Peter. 2 acres, 
Peltier, W. C., 3 acres, 
Glean. G. W.. 1 lot. 
Hughes, John A.. 2 lots, .  
Husbands. W. S.. 1161;  
Nachos. Dr., 2.40 acres 
Mathews, C. A., 1 lot, 
Swett, J. 1L 5 acres.  *
Bontberland, E. W. 2 lots,
Smith. Mrs. Mottle, 22 acres, •
Smith, W. J.. 25 acres, 
Stringer: Relit.. 1 lot. 
Shemwell. 11, 35 acres. • • • •
Saver R. 3i1 20 acres, 
Watson, James, 1 lot, 
shoed. Mrs. ROOS. 4.1 acres 
Williams. Alonso. 11 acres, .
White-District 43.
Allen, T. W., 1Sk acres. 1
lot, 
Barker, Ernest, 1 lot.. 
Hari-Igor. E. 8., 42 acres,  
Buchanan. J. L., 3 lots. 
('atheY. J. A., 1 lot. 
Carrigan, J. B., 10 sores.  




Flech, V., 7 acres, 
Fritz, A. J., 1 lot, 
Harris. Herbert, 1 lot, 
Hayden. J. T., 6 acres, 
Hays. A. Ho. 30 acres 
arrit, B. R.. 1 lot 
'one*: X. 2 lets. 
Joneh, B. II., on nets, 
Josea, blirs-Sorima.7 lots. 




































































































































Kett ler, Mrs. Jars, 7,0 acres, 4.4,42.54







1 All Coal No Clinkers
,
I WE'VE CUT THE PRICE.
TOO.
II. E. JOYNES
Plitt', J. F., 1 lot,
Pielve. Jo., U acres.
Prour, W- L. 34, acres.
Hies, .C. (3., acne.
Saridergos . thise ire I 34 acres
Siwrons W S , ar-res,
Shelton. E B., lii al: b . .
Sakes. E S . lots ..
St. John 4ierrantiir co. 1 acre
White, I. R 15? fieings•
Willifumi.
Yarbrough, E. S., 25 acre..  
White-Diatrict T.
Armstara, Mrs., estate, 61
beres.  •
Malo114111. r. tor. .1, AY. Lusa' SP
acres,
Courtney, J. L., 65 acres, 
Carrigan & Shasell, 2. acres,  
Davis, D. N., 8.0 acres,
Feast, Calherlac, 1 acre. . •  
Harman. k., 1 lot, •
Headden; G. 1'., 3 atres,
1.awrence. aro. b. B., 1 let  
McConnell, Enlist 1 wore, .  
Willism Hies, Moores. 
Overby, Altopt, 1% acres,  




A  Wegks, 0. E., 1 A.,.
Walters, J. It.. 1 Sere, 
WIdto-JIMilltict O.
Allison, F. H., 1 lot, 
Brooks, V. Ado-484cm. • • • •





itntl I Mary. 541 floret, 
Howell, Lillie, 1 lot, 
Matlock, T. L., 60 acres 
Mashers. B. C. 341. acres,  
Peeler. Chas., I acre, 
Reeves Dave 12 acres  
WHliamo, 0. T., 3.0 acres,  
Armstrong,olames.
Brunson, Mary, 1 lot, .., 
Bygliam. Sam, 1. 1ot, 
Barefield. 'A., 1 lot,  
Brown. 1 lot. 
Bell. John. 1 tot, 
()oosear, H., 2 lots, 
Chamber. A. .L.. 1 lot, 
Conley, A., 1' lot. 
Dovinson, Mina. 1 lot,
Dattiels. D.. 1 lot,  
Deboe, H. 2 lots  
Earls, Susan. 1 lot,  
Gideon, Dan, I lot  
Garrett. G.. 1 lot, 
Griffin, H. L. 1 lot,  
Howell, A., 1 lot. 
Hecks. Wm., 1 lot,  
Hobbs, A.. 1 kit, 
Irvan, Belle. 2 lots,  
Johnston. Mary, 1 lot,
Johnston, H.. 1 lot.
Jobnston. ad-. 1,101.
Joints. J.,- 1 lot,  
Jinkens, F.. 1 lot,
Kirk, Alien, 1 lot.
Kirk, James, 1 lot,
Legeon. Den. 1 .lot,
Legeon, Henry, 1 lot,
Loving estate, 1 lot,
Loring. Mary. 1 lot,
McKnight, James, 1 lot. .
Morgan. .1., 1 lot, 
Mathews, I lot. 
Merriweather, Mary. 1 lot,  
Monne, Lewis, 1 lot, 
Overton, Mary, 3 lots!' 
Pendleton. C.. 1 lot.
Price. Marian, 1 lot,
Pertins. John, 1 lot,
Paul, y., 1 lot




Smith, Chas, 2 lots. 
Turnbow, Wm 1 lot, 
Wilson. J., 1 lot, 
Williams. W.. 1 lot, 
White estate, 1 lot, 
/White, Stacker, 1 lot .....
White. Lindsey, 1 101, 
White, R. W.. 1101, 
Webb, A., 1 lot, 
Coistred-Diotrict 2.
Beach Ho 1 .10t, •• 
Aloxander. So 1 lot, 
Brown. 4, 1 lot, 
Clayton,. M., 1 lot, 
Crawfold,1 lot, 
FletqloPT, NI., 1 w, 
Howell, tido 1 lot, 
Harris, t.. 1 lot, 
Howell, James, 1 lot 
McClure, !smile, 1 lot, 
McKnight. James, 1 lot, • ..
Owen. Nelson, 1 IOC 
Palmer, Carrie, 1 lot. 
Smith & Pattenion, 1 lot, .
Stead, FL, .1 lot, 
Thompson. C., .1 lot; 
While. James. '1 kit, 
Young, 'ram: 2 10es 
Colorell--Dhstriet 4.
Adams. C., 1 lot, 
Baker. C., for witeol lot, 
Bridges, L., 2 lobo 
Bell, W., 1 lot. 
Carter. J., 1` lot, 
Thompson. J., 1 lot. 
Ihtnielo. L., 1 lot. 
Dunlap. H., %
Evans, C., 1. lot, t 
Eocoidge. 0. Sr., 1 lot, 
Fletcher. John, 16 acres 
Glover. NV. It., 1 lot, 
Glover. W. 16. for G. W. Smith
1 lot, 
Gins. A.. I Rtt, 
Gray. F . 1 lot, 
Grime*, FL, 1 lot, 
Howell, K., 4, lot, 
lielton, Lou, 1 1M,, 
Hodgaps, 1 lot, 
lacy. I Idt. 
Johns. D. 1 lot, 
JitMos, W M., 1 lot, 
King. 0101s,..; idt, 
Doug. ldt •' 
MeG411. Geo., 1 Lot..., 
loather Candy, 1 'tot
Neilson, Debt., 1 lot 
Nelson. D.. 1 lots 
Puckett, J. W.. 1 101.  
Perkins:M., 1 let: 
Porter. D. L., 1 klt. 
Queen Jennie.% Iola,  
Hersold. 'W. IL, 1 Mt, 
Street, Rolle, 11cst. • ...... •
Mangey. James, 2 lots, 
Smith. J. T., 3 lots, 
Tandy, Page, 1 14, 
Talley, S., 1 let. 
WItItains. D., 1 lot.  , 
Wilkins, iDrneot. 1 lot. 
Colorod--Distrie4 b.
Campbell, Joe A , 24 acres,  
}Hobo W. M. 1 lot,
Jacobs, Jeff. 1 lot,
Pascal, Mary, 1 104. 
Apriagit. Jim, 1 lot, 
Woods, Toni, 10 acres, .
Coloro01-01.4rirt
.Arnold, Allgort. twit 
ffirs% Is. Pete, IS arras. ....  
Willingham. Chas. 1 lot, 
Oolored--Dtstrk4 T 
Rams, Johlas 1 lot,  • •
Oollavan Hamilton 2 scoot, .















TH CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCA it is hi
inerrant woof Aro i.Kilialot011,Y.
fierpluw, and losdicided lhointa  14100.000 00
Sloareheiders Itrt.froostbility  1000.000 00
TORO Rosionnsity to Depositors  630,000 00
S. It. tit oilVol, President. J. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. C. OTTRIMACE, ('Sr. C. It RICHARDSON, Asst. Cashier.
INTKRESIT raw 4TV TIMh; DitP0bITS.
IMINS4YIP01341.
6.36 A. N. ANIAPACHIM,18. B. HUMES, S. A. FOWLER. T.
 L.1111111316-










































































Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and




well. Mary. 1 lot, 
raseer, Henry, 1 lot, .... -111-M11/77-7 110TEL
rdon, Fred, 1 lot,  8.06
yes, Joe, 1 lot, 
we, Gime, I lot, 
are, B. C.. 21 acres,  
esson. P., 2 lots
Reynolds Bros., 4 lots,  
taevana, Sand, 58 acres, ...
pteavenson, A. & Maggie, 20
andy, C.. 8 acres.
.• Oolored--District 8.
ponley Heirs, 1 lot 
dwards, W. W., 3 acres,  
Fraseer, W., 310 scree. 
Harrison, Jos. 2 acres. 









6,58 Peony. Ira kola! in She esp.
5.71 KM.. S0L IBM large 'sample
3'36 
founts. 1/Asetric Ligbts.
the ealy boosted isosol is
5.38
8.56L.  city.
11.22 COMMICIICIAL PATRON/GS BO.
6.01 LIMN%
By Proxy.
Vicar-John, do you-er-ever use
strong language?
I John Oguardedlol-Well. sir, I-I
may be a tittle bit beerless like In my
speech at times.
'Vicar-Alt. I'm sorry, John. But
e will converse about that some
other time. Jost now I want you. to
go to the pturriber's and settle tris
4)111 for four pounds ten for thawing
gut waterpfpe And-Jos might talk
to the man Kt a mealss sort.oVemy,
as It It were your own 1,11114-Puek:
They said Mike St-brook weighed
210 monde when he fought Tony Ross





NOV trasiod by nonirrert forbidding rslkn.tl..
8.47 operators wetting mon. than 11100 hours a
.16.66 day. nos craned demaud for about 30.000
7.1‘.  woo tososoob opesroon than cfrb now be
12.90 




EVA NS VII. L E- PADUCAH PACKETS
(Dolly Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 6.
Hopkins. 'elms Paducah for Evans-
ville' and way landings at 11 a m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, doily, ox-
cept Sunday. Special, excursion rates
now in effect grom 'Paducah to Cairo
and return, WW1 or wohout
noota.  GoalAMOS *ad gabiO as-
oatlyaiged. -
Tor farther Intormatigo amply to
. Gereral Page. Arent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Wilco,
First and Broadway
BT. lUDCWS A TENNESSMI OLIVER
PAM= 0011.1PANT,
(Incorporated.)

































































road winos Into Telegraphy Departments ol
DRAUGHON'S
Practical Business Colleges.
For horatet, "Why Learn Teleirrninnyr
,=11 or adoteao Jou. 5. Draughro. Po,. at
PADECAPI--814 Broadway.
(Incorporated.)
517,11k IISI4 awe say 1 014.1176114.8'S is Tog
MAT. T it n months' bookkeergng by
51Xisisswhoro. iso of the 9. gegrate-
IMArGOOX'S copyrighted mettosits
POST tag write tne shorthand Dem
tearheo. Write for prie P4 on Tramontantshort•
hand, linokkeepitir. Prnmangrnp, rte..
NM. or AT MAAR. P01 vi4legos In 17 
States.
POSITION serurnd nr .Nla 11.07K. ltnfat
any time; no vacation. totalogue Mkt.
If You Want to
Make Good
tonight,take your best





alvery Wedaceday at 4 p. m.
W. WRIGHT Ilisotas
EUGENE ROBINSON • r CteoW
This company is DOt resposalLot
for In•olee charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Avec i a 1 excursion rases from Padu-
a. to Waterloo. Vats for the rowed
trip 88 00. Leave. Paducalt every























Fawn If al bah* M.






eineitowleetwinewiselseksztesiesseie road company's fill at 
the bridge 03
caving in of the embankment Satur.
day. The elide-was considerable am
cal:s for immediate attention. Many
tops of earth extending five hundres
feet along the north side of the high
rise embankment. between the Big Fou•
Florence. . • ,r1stecresseleg d. the subilay, gaee wa)
Johnsonviile 253 1'9 else it went down with a_swoop. covertre
Louisville 20.7 9•5 r.kse the tracks along the, base of t
he ern
Mt. Carmel 201 ire sett bankment to a depth of from"four t.
Nashville   29-0 1•0 rise eight feet. It turned over 
severs
Pittsburg .26.0 9.2 rise freight cars standing on these tracks
St.' Louis . ' .. .. 15.1 -7.4 rise Men were put to work at once clear-
Mt. Vernon ... 32.4 5.7 rise Mg the tracks, but the repairs on th.
-Pedocah ▪ _riaeene.dge apurnaea will he a big under
ittettng and requiem -Ike- preseirce
River stage 34, a rise of 2 feet some of the big fellows of the road
since Saturday ntorning, a rise of 1 enillecause of the damage the trt or
since yeteteeday morning. - 1-the north 'tracer tif - the: tilvtiroach ha)
The Egan is in from Cast' vile been suspended and all trains rut
with a tow of coal for the West Ken- over the south track.
tucky Coal company.
• The John S. Hopkins was In and
out for Evansville yesterday morning,
The Joe Fowler arrived from Ev-
ansville at 5 o'clock this morning an&
left at 11 on her return trip.
The Buttorff arrived from Nash-
erne yesterday afternoon with a big
trip of tobacco and hay. She left at




IReached Its Height at Noon
Yesterday at Pittsburg.
No Macrifice of Life has Been Re-
Poried l'et--Sufe ring Said to
lie Intense.
CELLARS FILLED WITH WATER
Pitteburg. Pa., Feb. 17.-e-Aftet
reaching thirty and seven-tenths feet
at boon Sunday and remaininesat thse
stage for three hourelhe'bikh watet
in the rivers is now slowly receding.
As (Sr as is known there has been
no sacrifice of hurtle!' life. of
territory .in greater Pittsburg and
•vielnity is submerged and it will be
some time tomorrow before the water
will be back in its 'channels.
Thousands of'bulness houses in the
down town portion of Pittsburg are
-attempting to clear the cellars of thee
' buildings of water.
The actual monetary damage wIll
run up to several mil:ion dollars.
The suffering caused by the high
water is intense. Thousands of per-
sons are living in the upper floors of
their homes using skiffs as a means
of transportation to and fro:' The
-lower portions of their homes are
Shied with water, and chairs, tables.
pianos and bric-a-brae are floating
about the rooms. The damage t.
manufacturing plants of the Pitts-
burg district is great.
RIVER NEWS
DELICATE CHILDREN.
AU Paireels %Vito Have Deliceor Chil-
dren in Padoosh Will He Inter-
ested ia.This Arta•le.
Rapidly growing children need a
great deal of vitality. They grow
fast, play hard and work too hard at
school. Then the appetite beeinmes
fitful, their nights are restless and
theej-sema -breoirme_rveak, bee t e
We want to remind the parents 0
every such child in Padu,cah that ou
delicious cod liver preparation. Vinol
Sill correct these troubfes and make
for each child new vitality, sound
flesh and muscle tissue, *tiling bone
strui-ture and pure rick red blood. It
*ill build them up. fill out hollow
clie.ks and nuke them strong, robust
and rosy.
Sirs. C. Allen. of New Bedford
Mass., writes: "With two ieuny. ailing
children. I was very much vorried. I
had tried almost everything to build
them up without sureesi and. is a kW
roeort tried N'inol. Che benedt. wits
great in a very store time. 
tt.
gained fleelt and strength so 
ralibte
The reason V.incil b. so far sup'
to old-lashioited rod Over oil, 
eme
sions and other tonics fer artifices
became Vino! Is a delicious 
moderi
cod liver preparation without oil 
made
by a scienttfie extractive and conceti
trating process from fresh cods' 
livers
combining with peptonate-of-iron at
the medicinal, heating. body-bui
ldine
elements of cod liver oil, but no oil
and-children love it. We ask 
parents
of Paducah who have delicate' 
childrer
to try Vinol on our guarantee to 
rev
turn their money if it fails to 
give sat
isfaction. W. B. McPherson, Druggist
,Paducah, Ey.
APPROACH TO BE RFPAIRED.
Illinois Centrel Officials to In
neret
stig lesnelsikle.
Coif°. lit, Feb. 17.-A. E. Clift
division superintendent of the Mina
Central, James Clifford and J.
Chadwick. all of Carbondale, were ii
the city yesterday on business con.





Cincinnati   45,0 1.5
'Evansville  33.9 7.7
A ',Poet's Visios.
For years the poet Francis Thorup
son had been one of the "submerged.'
malice matches, eatttng cabs, anythlin
to obtain petsce necessary to buy food
At last he yielded to despair. am
having for some dafe- saved up all le
could earn he devoted it to the pee
chase of a single dose of laudanun
Wednesday morning and leave at nooa sufnclent to end his troubles. Witi.
that day for Nashville, this he retired at night to his haunt
The_.1. B. Finley Is on her way up the rubbish plot in Covent Garde
n
to Louisville with a big tow of emp- Market. Then by his own 
narrative
ties. She had to call on the- Patin the following merning incide
nt occur-
No. 2 of Cairo to help her manage 4.1: He had already taken 
half the'
her tow during the storm Friday fatal draught when ha felt a tend OP
night anti Siturday. on his -arm and looking
 up saw on.,
The Vineennes is in from the Tee. whom he recognized 
as Chatterton rot
nessce with a tow of ties. She took bid-ding him to drink th
e rem, and at
her tow on to JoPpa last night and the same Instant memory came to him
wie return today and prepare to leave of bow. after
-that poet's suicide, a let.
for the Tennessee immediately. ter bad bee
n delivered at his lodgings
The Lizzie Archibold came up from whirl' if he had
 waited another day
Brtaikport this morning and got a tow 
would have brought him the reyf bm
of t.es for ltrookport. needed
.
It happened so with Thompson. for
The Dick Fowler got away this after (attn.It.., pains the editor of a
morning at v o'clock for Cairo with a
.. 
big trip of freight. She did not make 
magazine Who had accepted and print
trip gettirday on account of .the 
ed an essay and a poem of his, but
strong wind blotting up the river. 
could not discover his address had
'Dick Willis. nitr=tir on the Dick Fow 
that very morning traced Thonnison
is sick at his home in Metropolis. 
to the chemist's shop where 'the drug
was toed, and relief for him was close
SI Matinski. the second clerk, went as at hand.-Agademy.
purser. this morning and Al Bitten- • 
house went as ser.onil clerk. .
The Georgia Lee is 610 .n from 
Cheratto Walks for Record.
"lemma 1st.- e1, fling on her t kaulip.
Helena. Mont., Feb. 17 -Charles
who left Tacoma. Wash.. I"
Way to Cincinnati .- itember la to' walk to elite/nee se
The Chattaste.sa I. (1,1., colt of the livid in Helena today. H.. ime-ting
upper Teneesee this afo rtionn. to make a 3.1100,mile walking record
The Clyde is dtie in tonight from
Waterloo. Ala.- 
and to -• beat Pedestrian Watsores
'26 day record. He declares that -two
Capt. M. N. Mullen Is else tn at- seeks ago he-walked from 'Bonner's
tend to his duties 4.11 tie Faun c Ferry. Idaho, to Kalispell. Mont., Isie
lace after a several days' Worse miles. without having a thing td-rat.
Cape Ile!-ank BMW!) has retitr,., Ills hems In in Chicago.
Tram Huntington. Tsnn etsrr h.• at-
tended the funeral of his father, ..We thought.'' Paid the reporter.
the -Rev, George Brown. late Friday."iou!meet care to Nay something
- Cape 14. liakee-weser - 144.elee V. it  r, rut *ewe. eseseess .,g11 inikt you.7_
Miss.. to see. bow the Duffy is getting "Ne:- replied tire revoked nubile of-
along in her work of towing ties out tieiai. "I believe that silence is' gold'
of White river. - ,en.''
Capt. Young Taylor returned from Well" 'replied the reporter, "per.
Louisville last night after a short visi' Mee the public might believe it's
with his daughter. Anna. who is at- I nasiely gilt In this case.--Philadel-
tending school in that II) , ',hitt Prem.




ptness and satisfaction guaranteed. Try us
and be convinced.'





1Boy Tour Coal of the New Coal Compagy
823 Harrison Street
TAFT IN ILLINOIS
POLfT1114904 DISWA1F'D 111' PRO-
MOTION OF HIS l'A \HIRAM
Mae siuk.111g..illksece and if Cannon
Veils to (let 'land len •hi" Dele-
gates May Not Aid Deeteen.
Chicago. Feb. 17.-To the dismay
of astute politicians who thought they
mad the state berricaded against for-
Agri invasion, the Taft movement got
in and now is at large-with pros-
isects of getting larger every day. -
The local promoters of the Ohio
•andidate's cause met at Vogelsakes
s istaurant. elected James E. Meltur:
•ay preslient of the Chicago Taft
:ult. and started out to secure the
Illinois delegation. or as much thereof
is mustable. for the seefeiary War..
George efRoberts, President orthe
'onimercial National bank, former
iirector ef the mint, was made 0e:w-
irer. and Alderman SleCold, of the
herb ward. secretary. From now_on
here will be trouble he Illinois.
It is not the purpose of the Taft
.men to deprive Speaker Joseph G
1aunon of the honor of havina, the
()lid vote of the state east for him
in the first 'ballot. What they want
it votes for Taft on the second ballot
f nomination be made on the first.
They will oppose any attempt to
'eliver to Mr. Cannon a carefully
and-picked delegation, which can be
sed by hint In any way he wishes.
'hey are pretty likely to be success-
el in a number of the Chicago con-
ressional districts. although It' earl
ot be expected that they will have
much influence outside of Cook
ounty.
Chicago for Cannon With Limit.
The- situation in Chicago is such
hat the effort to deliver "last ditch-
'elegatee to Cannon would not have
much chance of success, even if no
.mpular movement for Taft had been
larted. The ornmittee-
several- ,distriet have an-
ousted that they will tot aid such
ttempt.
They are willing to stare for dee--
tees who will vole for Cannon on
first ballot, but they are not dim-
-11W to glee 'Lie speerter the kind' of
delegation he wants--one of met.
ho would he for Cannon first, last
mid all the time.
It is this feeling on the part of
antics] minagers which gives.
trength. to the newly started Taft
iovement. It is strengthened fur-
-Ur -11e-tke-antsaitneesisee.of thesTaft
.romoters that they• merely are urg-
ng the secretary as second choice of
he !Pinola delegate& and went lastrne
ions to that effect.
•
Ambitious.
The Head Bookkeeper-What's that?
The Once Boy-I sets why don't you
take a vacation or Ku sick or moniepin,
so's & feller kin hare a chanst at your
place7-Neer York World.
Gambling in Cuba.
American influence has brought
tbout some important chang7win
pustoms and notably in the aboll-
'ion of the bull ring and the cock pit
sleet used to be the chief Sunday at-
'reel-ions of the populace. Not a few
•f the better clean of Havanese desire
he Ism(' fate fur Jal Alai and would
eleiee to see the Fronton eloped for-
ver. High and low wager Immoder-
itchy on this game. and many stories
.1 ruined reputation's and wrecked
-business are connected with it. Every
.-ace has it. prevailing vice and its
(imperative freedom from others. but
irunkenrieSS Is virtually --unknown
inging them. Both sexes In Havana
wend a great deal of time in..the nu-
merous open air eafee. but they drink
fsr the most part, non-alcoholic, fruity
beverages. of•whieh there are an ex-
trtielve voriety peculiar to the cOuntry.
---C. H. Forbes-Lindy. hi The Wed.'
Today.
Small Boy-Do your glasses mat-
arangte!'
Grannie-Oh. yes dear.
Small Hon-Then I' wish you
wouldn't wear them When you hell.
me to Jane I don't axially get as
much as ynu think.-Patieb.
THE "TENANT QUEST" IS






ON FIVE OF THE PLANTERS' As-
SOCIATItiN MARKETS.
ItePor(is of General_ heereet Made
It) the Audiee of the Omani-
station, -
John D.D. Scales, auditor of the
Planters' Protective association, has
submitted a report showing the fol-
lowing sales of tobacco by the asso-
ciation on five markets:
hogeheatclaasthratie Ma!--krt. $ 9.00
12 hogsheads at  
hogsnead  10$ ..101e0
.1 hogshead at. .   10.50
5 hogsheads et 
10 hogshesds at  
lion







4 hogtheade at 7.50
4 hogsheads at  8.441
1 hogshead at .1.50
2 hogsheads at  9 00
1 hogebead at y .... 9.50
1 hogshead at  10.00
1 hogshead at 10.50
4 hogsheads at  
11.00X hogsheads at 
11.50
3 hogsheads at 12.00
1 hogshead at  12.00
30, total
Higskitar ilk Musket.
17 hogsheads at $7.00
Springfield Market.
L hogshead at 
14 hogeheater -at...,
2 hogsheads at 
1 hogshead at  










hogsheads at $ 7.11e
1 hogshead 4 1000
4 hogsheads at  40 50
2 hogsheads at  11 00
3 hogshead* at 1.1 541




1 hogshead at $10.1t0
1 hogshead at
11 hogsheads at  11 (e.
7 hpgsheeds at  5.0
1 bolts/teed at 
21, total.
- .
THE NEW SPRING SUITS
ARE AT --
THE GUTHRIE -STORE
TWENTY FIVE new styles in Smart and
Snappy Spring Suits Will be shown at
this store Tuesday morning. Never before
have we, or any other Paducah house,
shown such beautiful suit models. The
styles of the Suits are of that swagger cut,
which ippeals to the dreasers of discrimat-
ing tastes. As to colors, Tans and Browns
predominate, closely followed by Shadow









New Name For Old lit%estse.
The niosquiro 'lever has had le!)
frt. nde. He has teten In tee erects-
enc.) anti Imagination of everyb. dy
Mouider 01htzlisius. mien -wh1.ch no
tanrfeartry rimed rear* Peer*** In en-
etni,•. He has be. a at the setae time
neisy and vicious, to all persens W-
ipe! *dead!) (tie,
If. however. the. mosquito has been
j0.00 pursued hitherto sill, more 00 !egg car
nest rage. In the future he will re-
ceive absolutely to quarter, but will
`P- fillitrelit Utterly ine)•. ereteermilli. 
For the name of malaria. 2. painful
and ,debilitating disease which has
-beet! attributed -fie -etirseibeiti &see
(*HILLY LONDON.
- -
Why Nagliehmees In Not Hate Vireo
Is Their Honsee.
"Everithing that - shouldn't be
warns Is is'isgland-le wartia.'• save Sam. 
uel G. tibythe. In Everybody's Maga-
zine for February, '"and everything
that should be warm is cold. The
houses are catacombs always ezeopl-
Ing those few hotels in London where
they have steam heat, which is, of
course, due to the advance of Muert-
e-an civilization Englishmen ray
they do not .feel the told. Everybody
else feels it. for it is the meanest mid
in the world. Extended observation
Jeada to the eonclasion that the reason
the English do Isot feel the gold Is
that .they are desensitized, sort of re
frigerator-beefed. so to speak.
"This Is not the main point. The
reason the English•shiver around eva.
cold, damp rooms, trying to make
thennseires believe a few hanks of
canned coal hi a grate furnish all tb.
beat required by the newt deliceo... Is
that somebody. In ancient (lays, who
couldn't get_ anything to warm Itine
self by, did the next hest thine and
declared he didn't feel the (old and
didn't need a fire anyhow. Other
English men hoard of It, and thitt ides
has been a fetal* ever since "
Very Ooltalderatr.
Visitor-Doeilei ever ninke any
tactile-es for your-117'6e sister?
14,,i,Ity Yes, ma'am: I eat ill the
!and,. 'cause it makes her alek.-Ph11
idelphia Preen.
"Would you Fay that author ha' 
the gift of keeping your curiosity ex-'
cited!"
"After a fashion," answered Miss
Cayenne ' You are constantly ex-
pecting hint to say something inter-
esting and he Is always putting it off
till the now chaptar."-Washington
Star.
"Did you ever try drowning your
sorrow!"
"Nupe; she's stronger than I am,
and besides, it would be trurder."--
Houston Post. 1
A man don't Odad being fooh d if
he doe. It himself.. i-amamanaMINIP 
f rotn swamps and seater*, issue been
i.h.trigerl to mosquito er.
! Tlie International Sanitary (*unscrew'
siesation in the City of Illexes). has
'changed the: nattee_fernettb•oil . of
fleshly. It is up to all the woe.14 that
t ha- suffer 41 Dona the niesquito it, the
pa- t to accept the cue of this learned
'buds" of mere and enter upon the work
externituatieg a pest that Is proved
!events reeve enenty titan was thought.
1- Boston Globe.
•
, It has already been established that
'the' diamonds raid to have been man-
afac!Orvd tif chemistry were cot cis(
mimes at all. Two members at the
conirtettee deputed by the Armlenty or
Wien •e tip 'subject the eryetals to a
searching test disagree In this. Thee
trn
ere brill.int and silarkling, but could
--ete either misegielarieatirre ehestriese -
ally be ehmaed as diamonds. ifieff
melted at Nes degrees, that is. In Ste
flame uf a candle. One of the exam
iners thinks the mater.al may have
been naphthaline.
Chicano may Mee the pennant le a





I hie Everting OWN- I or a viteek
The Kentucky
Moving Pictures Illustrated Songs
Monday, Feb. 17 Thursday, Feb. 20
Wednesday, Feb. 19 Saturday, Feb. 22
2:30 to 8:30 - -7:30 to 10:30
5c-.ADMISSION---5c .
Watch for Eivangeline by Kalem
An Adaptation from Longfellow.
A MAN IN MINNESOTA
REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky.. Replies to the !lame One.
FOR RENT-Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Good
house and out buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T. E.
Lydon
A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replied to the ad.
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon re-
ceived a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great nui.lber
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral/0 thiS is: The Sun's want ads arc effective--
they certainly are wide reaching.
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